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ABSTRACT
The design and development of an airborne flight-test experiment to study
nonreacting gas jets injected transversely into transonic and supersonic crossflows is
presented. Free-stream/crossflow Mach numbers range from 0.8 to 2.0. Planar
laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) of an iodine-seeded nitrogen jet is used to visualize the
jet flow. Time-dependent images are obtained with a high-speed intensified video camera
synchronized to the laser pulse rate. The entire experimental assembly is configured
compactly inside a unique flight-test-fixture (FTF) mounted under the fuselage of the
F-104G research aircraft, which serves as a "flying wind tunnel" at NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center. The aircraft is flown at predetermined speeds and altitudes to permit a
perfectly expanded (or slightly underexpanded) gas jet to form just outside the FTF at each
free-stream Mach number. Recorded gas jet images are then digitized to allow analysis of
jet trajectory, spreading, and mixing characteristics. Comparisons will be made with
analytical and numerical predictions. (Results presented in AIAA CP-95-0516). This study
shows the viability of applying highly sophisticated ground-based flow diagnostic
techniques to flight-test vehicle platforms that can achieve a wide range of thermo/fluid
dynamic conditions. Realistic flow environments, high enthalpies, unconstrained
flowfields, and moderate operating costs are also realized, in contrast to traditional
wind-tunnel testing.
NOMENCLATURE
Roman letters
a
A
Cp
D
1¢1
M
M n
P
q
Q
R
T
U
v
X
Y
Z
speed of sound
area
specific heat at constant pressure
diameter of orifice
mass flow rate
Mach number
Mach number normal to shock wave
pressure
heat flux per unit area; power
jet-to-free-stream dynamic pressure ratio
universal gas constant
temperature
velocity
velocity
X-position
Y-position
Z-position
Greek letters
V
P
0
angle of attack
angle of oblique shock
ratio of specific heats
Prandtl-Meyer function
density
angle of deflection
Subscripts
1
2
0
jet
exit
upstream conditions
downstream conditions
stagnation/reservoir conditions
jet conditions at exit
exit conditions (interchangeable with jet conditions)
free-stream conditions
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The development of supersonic and hypersonic flight vehicles capable of
atmospheric cruise has been of great interest over the past decade. The high-speed civil
transport (HSCT) has been the focus for civilian use, and the national aerospace plane
(NASP) has led the way in fundamental aeronautics research. From the point of view of the
propulsion system, the scramjet (supersonic combustion ramjet) engine has been proposed
for use when the flight Mach numbers exceed 6. Among the difficulties limiting
development of the scramjet is an inability to fully understand and predict the nature of the
supersonic combustion process. In particular, an understanding is sought for a combustor
environment in which very high temperatures and flow velocities, along with complex
shock structures, dominate the flowfield. To this end, experimental and computational
research in supersonic combustor development has experienced a resurgence over the past
several years [Northam and Anderson (1986), Uenishi and Rogers (1986), Reider (1986),
ASME Staff Report (1986), Schetz and Billig (1987), Chitsomboon et al. (1988)].
1.1 Background
Transverse injection of hydrogen fuel into a supersonic crossflow of air (Figure 1.1)
is the typical flow scenario in the scramjet [McDaniel and Graves (1988), King et al.
(1991)]. Experimental studies have utilized conventional mass sampling, schlieren, and
shadowgraph techniques as well as modern laser-based imaging techniques such as
Rayleigh/Mie scattering and planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) [Lee et al. (1992)].
Analytical and numerical models have also been developed to describe the transverse jet
problem. Those developed at UCLA by Karagozian (1986) and Heister and Karagozian
(1990ab) are analytically oriented, and emphasize the vortical structures observed to
dominate the cross-section of transverse jets injected into a crossflow of the same phase,
whether compressible, subsonic, or supersonic; see Figure 1.2. The same counter-rotating,
vortex pair structure is also postulated to occur in liquid jets injected into a gaseous
crossflow [Heister et al. (1989), Nguyen and Karagozian (1991)]. Previous related studies
have been performed by Broadwell and Breidenthal (1984), Kamotani and Greber (1972),
and Zukoski and Spaid (1964). The transverse jet is a classical problem in fluid mechanics,
whose applications also include fuel jets for conventional turbojet and ramjet combustors,
dilutions jets for local cooling processes, thrust vector control systems, and vertical or short
takeoff and landing aircraft.
Limited experimental data are available with which numerically predicted
trajectories and mixing patterns can be compared. The only datasets for trajectories of gas
jets in a supersonic crossflow are those obtained by Lee et al. (1992), McDaniel and Graves
(1988), Orth et al. (1969), and Zukoski and Spaid (1964). Data for supersonic jets injected
into a subsonic crossflow have been reported for free-stream Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.8
[Manela and Seginer (1986)]. As indicated in Figure 1.3, the UCLA model by Heister and
Karagozian (1990ab) shows reasonably good agreement under both conditions (within 10
percent). Almost all of the supersonic data available is for large free-stream Mach numbers
(2.0 < Moo < 2.5), the only exception being a couple of points at Moo = 1.4 [Lee et al.
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(1992)]and 1.38[Orthet al. (1969)].No dataat all areavailablein thetransonicandlow
supersonicregime (0.8< Mo_< 1.38).Becausetheanalyticalmodelsbehavenonlinearly
nearM = 1,thisregimeprovidesacritical test.In addition,muchof thedata(asin Zukoski
and Spaid (1964)) is for severelyunderexpandedjets. The models predict increased
penetrationfor perfectlyexpandedjets, so this shouldbe a more desirableoperating
condition in a scramjet.Finally, in somecasesthe wind tunnel data show signs of
interferenceby the tunnelwall in the far field. This is thoughtto be responsiblefor the
pooreragreementfor thejet origin exhibitedin Figure 1.3a.In light of theseissues,oneis
motivatedto look moreextensivelyatperfectlyexpandedgasjets in therange0.8 < M
< 2.0, andto do soin suchamannerthatthe jet is unconstrainedby interactionwith the
opposingwall.
1.2 Overview
We will examine the flow characteristics of nonreacting transverse gas jets as a
function of the jet-to-free-stream momentum flux ratio. For an ideal gas, this is equivalent
to the jet-to-free-stream dynamic pressure ratio, or "Q-ratio," and is expressed as:
Yjetp. M 2
2 jet jet
Q - (1.1)
Y_ M 2
_'P_
Since our aim is to study perfectly expanded jets (or slightly underexpanded jets), the
pressure values in the Q-ratio effectively cancel so that we only need to control jet and
free-stream Mach numbers. The ratios of specific heats are approximately the same. In the
current phase of our experiments, the jet velocity is fixed at M = 1 (a sonic gas jet), while
the free-stream velocity is varied from M = 0.8 to M = 2.0 in increments of 0.2. Thus, we
will test Q-ratios: 1.56, 1.00, 0.69, 0.51, 0.39, 0.31, and 0.25. In a future phase, jet velocity
will also be varied. The flow characteristics we will be interested in are the jet trajectory
(injectant penetration height vs. downstream distance), spreading rates, and mixing rates
with the free stream. Special attention will be given to free-stream Mach numbers around
M = 1 since, as mentioned above, this region is of special theoretical (and potentially
practical) interest. These observations would constitute the first experimental data in this
region ever obtained.
Experimental fluid mechanics investigations are typically conducted in
ground-based wind tunnel facilities, as surveyed by Pirrello et al. (1971). However, wind
tunnel facilities often impose certain limitations on the scope, accuracy, and reliability of
the experiments. For example: scale effects due to unit Reynolds number, size limitations
for models or test equipment due to test section dimensions, improper scaling of noise or
turbulence levels in the wind tunnel, and unreliable data near Mach 1.0 due to problems
such as shocks reflected off adjacent and opposing tunnel walls. Another limiting factor in
ground facilities is the need to conduct tests in several wind tunnels to span a wide range
of Mach numbers. In certain cases, conducting the investigation in flight using the "flying
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wind tunnel" concept,whereinanaircraftis usedasa carriervehiclefor the experiment,
can avoid someor all of the abovenoted wind tunnel limitations, while maintaining
operationalcoststhatarecompetitivewith thoseof wind tunnels.
For reasonablejet diametersto beusedin ourexperiments,it would indeedbevery
expensiveto conducttestsin a largeenoughwind tunnelsothatissuessuchaswall effects
could beeliminated.For largejet momentumflux ratios,testsconductedin theexternal
flowfield surroundingasupersonicaircraftbecomeattractivefrom aneconomicviewpoint.
From a technicalviewpoint, suchan aircraftwould provide a realistic and reliable test
environmentoverall Machnumbersof interest,includingtheMach1.0region.
Through the cooperativeefforts of personnelat UCLA andthe NASA Dryden
Flight ResearchCenter,anagreementwasmadeby whichresearchersat UCLA wouldbe
ableto useDryden'sF-104Gresearchaircraft#826asa"flying wind tunnel"platform for
the transversejet experiments;Figure 1.4.During the 1960's,theLockheedF-104Gwas
modified to carrya low aspectratio fin ontheundersideof thefuselagefor thepurposeof
conductingpanelflutter testsin aflight environment.This"flight testfixture" (FTF),as it
is known,hasevolvedintoahighlyversatilefacility for aerodynamicsandfluid mechanics
research[Meyer(1982)];Figure1.5.Thecapabilitiesof theFTFinclude(I) a largeMach
numberenvelope(0.4 to 2.0), including the region throughMach 1.0with no adverse
effects,(2) theability to testarticlesor studyflowfields largerthanthosethatcanaccurately
be testedin wind tunnels,(3) a largerReynoldsnumberanddynamicpressureenvelope
thanmost tunnels.In addition,a flight trajectoryguidancesystemuplinks engineering
parameterscalculatedonaground-basedcomputer(usingaircraftand/orFTF telemetry)to
thecockpit displaysothepilot canmaintaindesiredflight testconditions.Theresultis that
someuniquetrajectoriesareroutinelyflown, includingconstantReynoldsnumberprofiles,
dynamicpressureversusMachnumberprofiles,andconstantMachnumber,altitude,and
angle-of-attackprofiles. Over theyears,the flow environmentaroundthe FTF hasbeen
well-characterizedthrough the use of a variety of pressure and boundary-layer
measurementechniques.The F-104/FTFtestbedsuitsour needsvery well in termsof
achievinga widerangeof Machnumbersat variouspressures/altitudessothata perfectly
expandedgasjet canbeformed.
As illustratedin Figure 1.6,thejet will originatefrom thesideof theFTF andturn
in to thecrossflow.A nitrogenjet seededwith iodinewaschosentobetheinjectant.As far
assimulatingtheactualfuel-injectionprocessof hydrogen(lighter thannitrogen)into air,
previouswork hassuggestedthat fuel penetrationand spreadingare insensitiveto fuel
molecularweight[McDanielandGraves(1988)]--sothatnitrogenis anacceptablechoice.
Keepinmind,however,thattheinjectantandair arenonreacting.Thetrajectory,spreading,
and mixing of the jet aredeterminedby illuminating a horizontalcross-sectionof the
nitrogenjet with a sheetof light from aNd:YAG laser,thefluorescenceresultingfrom the
iodine seedexcitation.This methodof flow visualizationis knownasplanarlaser-induced
fluorescenceor "PLIF" and is discussedin greaterdetail in section1.3.The flowfield
imagesarecapturedby a high-speedgatedintensifiedvideocamerasynchronizedto the
laser pulse rate and equipped with appropriate optical filters to improve the
signal-to-noise--thenoisebeingwavelengthsoutsidethe iodine fluorescencespectrum.
All componentsneededto generate,seed,andcontrolthejet arehousedinsidetheFTF in
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an internal components rack called the ICR. No external modifications to the FTF or
aircraft are made. The laser, video camera, and associated electronics are also assembled
inside the ICR. The complete assembly can be categorized into three subsystems: the
illumination subsystem, the image acquisition subsystem, and the jet formation subsystem.
These are detailed individually and collectively in sections II. 1 through 11.4.
1.3 Theoretical Considerations
Theoretical considerations were given to (1) the method of flow visualization, (2)
the means of image acquisition, and (3) the mathematical aspects of the experiment's
thermodynamics and fluid mechanics.
1.3.1 The Method of Flow Visualization
Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) is a nonintrusive method of flow
visualization applied to gaseous as well as liquid flows [Merzkirch (1987)]. For gaseous
flows, visualization is achieved by seeding the primary gas flow with a gaseous fluorescent
tracer, whose molecules emit a characteristic fluorescent radiation upon excitation by light
of an appropriate wavelength. When a seeded flowfield is excited by a laser beam or planar
sheet, the tracer molecules are pumped to a higher electronic energy level, from which they
spontaneously decay to an intermediate energy level, so that the emitted radiation is of a
wavelength different from that of the exciting light. An appropriate narrow optical filter,
such as a band-pass or interference type, allows for blocking off noise generated by the
incident as well as background light.
The fluorescence signal is a function of the pressure, temperature, density, and
chemical composition of the flow, and complex equations exist to analyze these physical
parameters [Lee et al. (1992)], leading to quantitative deductions of the flow properties.
Our present scope, however, is more quantitative. From a first-order analysis, it follows that
the intensity of the emitted fluorescence is proportional to the number density of the tracer
molecules in the scattering volume. Since one generally assumes that the tracer molecules
are uniformly distributed in the flowing gas, one concludes from the recorded light
intensity onto the local value of the gas density in the compressible flow. Details of our
particular PLIF setup are given in section II. 1.
1.3.2 The Means of Image Acquisition
Electronic imaging of the flowfield is provided by a gated intensified camera. The
core of the intensified camera is the electronic imaging tube, whose basic parts are shown
in Figure 1.7 [from Csorba (1990)]. Image intensifier tubes are used to intensify faint
images and make them bright and perceivable to the human eye. The light image (target)
to be amplified is first focused on a photocathode by the camera's lens. Upon absorption,
the incident radiant energy is converted to photoelectrons, forming a low energy input
photoelectron image on the photocathode. These photoelectrons are then accelerated by a
high voltage power supply toward a microchannel plate (MCP). The current-multiplying
MCP multiplies the electrons in cascade fashion. The number of electrons that is generated
in this manner depends on the voltage applied between the two sides of the MCP. After
12
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exiting the MCP, the photoelectron image is accelerated by an applied voltage toward a
fluorescent phosphor screen. There the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is converted
into an intensified light image, which is transmitted through a fiber optic bundle to a CCD
array for further image processing before terminating in a video monitor. Images
10,000-100,000 times brighter are made possible with intensified camera imagery. Use of
the MCP is characteristic of "Generation II" intensifier tubes [Csorba (1988)]. Our current
application also involves gating circuitry allowing the intensifier to be gated "on" in
synchronization with the pulses of the illuminating laser. This further increases the
signal-to-noise by selectively "blocking out" image frames where no illumination (and thus
no fluorescence) is taking place.
1.3.3 Mathematical Aspects
The mathematical aspects of the experiment focused on two primary areas of
analytical and design interest: (1) on understanding the flowfield across the FTF at various
altitudes and free-stream velocities, and (2) on predicting the thermodynamics and power
requirements to form the transverse gas jet. Two FORTRAN programs, included in the
Appendix, were created to address these preliminary design issues.
The first code, FTF 1, determines the pressure, density, and temperature just outside
the jet exit orifice for all altitudes from 2,500 to 50,000 ft based on aircraft Mach number
and the angle of the oblique shock, 13, off the tip of the FTF. We assume a standard
atmosphere, ignoring seasonal changes, as defined by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976
handbook. This approximation is valid for altitudes above 15,000 ft, and is acceptable for
our needs since we do not conduct any experiments below this altitude. To obtain a
perfectly expanded gaseous jet, the free-stream pressure outside the orifice (**), also known
as the back pressure, must equal the jet pressure at the nozzle exit.
P._ = Pjet (1.2)
This is achieved by having the pilot fly to an altitude where the free-stream back pressure
is known to match the jet exit pressure for the given free-stream Mach number. But since
the jet exit pressure is inherently fixed (cannot be adjusted in flight) and several Mach
numbers must be tested (0.8-2.0), the pilot must fly at different altitudes for different Mach
numbers to provide the appropriate back pressure. It is not critical that equation (1.2) be
exactly met. Though we are particularly interested in the perfectly expanded jet,
overexpanded jets are acceptable as well, as far as validating the numerical correlations of
Heister and Karagozian (1990ab) is concerned.
The basis for choosing the target jet exit pressure was twofold, both dealing with
temperature. On one hand, the ambient temperature at the jet exit should be as high as
possible to ensure the iodine vapor fluoresces and does not condense--suggesting low
altitudes and thus a higher fixed/atmospheric pressure. On the other hand, the ambient
temperature must not exceed the maximum inlet air temperature limit of the F-104's
engines--suggesting high altitudes and a lower fixed/atmospheric pressure. At the advice
14
of NASA personnelfamiliar with theF-104,weweretold that40,000ft at Mach2.0flight
wouldbeideal for theaircraft.
Using the FI'F1 code, this altitude/speedcombinationproducesa free-stream
pressureoutsidethejet orificeof 39,000Pa,or about0.38atm.Thejet formationsubsystem
wasadjusted(via apressureregulator)to providethenecessary39kPaatthejet exit. With
the "target pressure"selected,theFTF1 code was run for the different Mach numbers
below2.0 to determinewhich altitudescorrespondedto the sametargetpressure.Results
areshownin Figure1.8.Note: thealtitudesfor Machnumbers0.8-1.4wereinterpolatedto
a first approximationsincetheshockoff thetip of theFTF atthesespeedsis detachedand
no reliableanalyticalformulationexiststo solvefor it.
The numericalcodeprovidesthe desiredfree-streamconditionsby calculatingthe flow
propertiesin four separateflow regions,asshownin Figure 1.9.Region1is theflow far
aheadof the aircraft. Upon reachingthe FTF, the air flow crossesan oblique shock
producedby the 25.75° wedgetip of the FTF, andis turnedlaterally into region 2. We
assumeadiabaticflow of acaloricallyperfectgas,sotheappropriaterelationsare:
Mnl = M lsin[3 (1.3)
P2 (T + 1) M 2
n 1
-- = (1.4)
Pl (T- 1) M 2 + 2
n 1
P2= 9'v _
1+ _-._i,(M_I-T+1 " 1) (1.5)Pl
M 2 + [2/(y-I)]
M 2 = nl (1.6)
n2 [2Y/(Y-1)]M 2 -1
n 1
T2 P2 131
T1 Pl P2
(1.7)
M 2
M
n 2
sin (13 - O)
(1.8)
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Theta, the deflection angle, is simply half the wedge angle and equals 12.875 °. Beta, the
oblique shock angle, can be deduced from a plot of the following equation, known as the
0 - 13- M relation:
tan 0 = 2cotl3 Mlsin _- 1
M21 (T + cos213) +
(1.9)
Such a plot may be found in any text on compressible fluid mechanics; for example,
Anderson (1990).
Upon reaching the shoulder of the FTF, the flow of region 2 is expanded
isentropically through a Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan/wave into region 3. The properties
are calculated using the relation:
0 3 = v(M 3)-v(M 2) (1.10)
where v (M) is known as the Prandtl-Meyer function:
T +1 --IJT-I(M2 1)-tan-14/-M 2 1 (I.II)v(M) = ___t_u, _ -
Equations 1.10 and 1.11 are solved numerically in FTF1 using the secant method. The
obtained result is M 3. Because the flow is isentropic, T o and P0 are constant through the
wave, so that T 3, P3' and P3 only depend on M3:
_t- 1M2
1 +T... 2
T3 = T2 T-1M2
(1.12)
T 3 (_,- 1)
P3 = P2%
(1.13)
1
T 3 (,_- 1)
P3 = P2_2 2
(1.14)
Lastly, the flow encounters a bow shock just ahead of the gas jet. The properties of region 4,
behind the bow shock, are found using the following numerically-derived correlations by
Heister and Karagozian (1990a).
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P4 = P3
= P3
= P3
P4 = P3
= P3
= P3
2
(0.405 + 0.426 M 3 )
(0.861 +0.217 M_)
[0.651 + 0.805 In (M3) ]
(0.964 + 0.0565M_)
(M 3 > 1.5)
(0.8 < M 3 < 1.5)
(M 3 < 0.8)
(M 3 > 2.0)
(0.8 < M 3 < 2.0)
(M 3 < 0.8)
The temperature is approximated through the ideal gas law:
(1.15)
(1.16)
P4
T 4 - (1 17)
p4 R
For purposes of finding the crossflow Mach number at the jet exit, M 4, the bow shock can
be approximated as a normal shock:
M 4 = l 1
2
+ [(7-1)/2]M 3
2
7M 3- (7-1)/2
(1.18)
In summary, the user inputs a particular free-stream M 1 and corresponding shock angle, 13,
based on M 1 and the deflection angle of the FTF wedge tip, 0. The code then gives the
pressure, density, temperature, and velocity of the flow at the jet exit for all altitudes up to
50,000 ft in intervals of 2,500 ft. The user then selects the altitude at which P4 equals the
target pressure of 39 kPa for a perfectly expanded jet. If the pressure values are slightly
different, the user is asked to choose the altitude that provides a slightly underexpanded jet,
i.e., the higher altitude. The code provides a theoretical estimate of the flow properties at
all regions of interest and in turn dictates the flight plan needed for the experiments, in
terms of altitude and Mach number (Figure 1.8).
The second code, FTF2, determines the thermodynamic conditions along the flow
through the jet formation subsystem. It also gives the power requirements for necessary gas
heating. We approach the analysis by working backward from the nozzle to the nitrogen
and iodine tanks. We know P4 = Pexit = 39 kPa. We additionally require Texit to be above
373 K. The temperature must remain high in order that the iodine does not condense prior
to exiting or soon thereafter. Also, it increases the population of the high (50 < j < 100)
rotational states of iodine that are accessible at 532 nm for fluorescence. In practice, this
value will vary somewhat depending on how long a particular test is run, due to the heating
transients. The analysis of FTF2 assumes quasi one-dimensional flow of an ideal gas.
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Following the nomenclature of Figure 1.10, we calculate the pressure and temperature of
the nitrogen/iodine mixture in section 6 in the following manner, taking advantage of the
constant stagnation properties. The nozzle area ratio is 2:1, so that if Mexit = i .0, then M 6 =
0.306.
Y 7
y-l_2_ 7_1(1+ M xit)7-1pexit (1.19)= ( 1 + - ;--..._,P6
T-1 2 -1 Y-1M2
T 6 = ( 1 + ---_-M6) ( 1 + "-2-----exit" Texit (1.20)
The pressure P6 is maintained during experiments by a pressure regulator on the nitrogen
tank, and monitored by pressure transducers located at sections 0, 1, and 6. The temperature
T 6 is achieved through the use of heating tapes around the gas lines and a nitrogen
preheater, all monitored by digital temperature controllers. The preheater is necessary to
counteract the Joule-Thompson cooling effect across the regulator as well as to heat the
nitrogen high enough prior to iodine seeding to prevent iodine condensation.
Power requirements for the preheater are calculated from the simple relation:
q = r/acp(T2-T1) (1.21)
where m, which is approximately constant between sections 1 and the exit, is calculated as:
= PexitVexitAexit (1.22)
Volumetric flow rate is deduced by dividing ria by density. The mass flow rate of iodine is
selected to provide a 2000 ppm seeding of iodine vapor into the nitrogen mass flow. The
orifice of the iodine valve is 0.116 in. and a pressure differential of about 2:1 across the
valve is chosen to facilitate proper seeding/flow. Iodine pressure is controlled by
maintaining high enough temperatures in the iodine reservoir. According to the vapor
pressure versus temperature chart in Hultgren et al. (1973), a temperature of 458 K (185 °C)
will provide an iodine vapor pressure of 101 kPa (1.0 atm). And according to the CRC
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 190 °C will provide 1.10 atm, 195 °C will provide
1.22 arm, and 200 °C will provide 1.37 arm. The 200 °C/1.37 atm setting corresponds
exactly to a 2:1 pressure differential, although any of the above temperatures should deliver
adequate iodine concentrations for fluorescence.
Nitrogen supply requirements are also computed by FTF2. The nitrogen tank holds
5.1 liters, and typical pressures will go up to 3000 psi. Knowing the amount of nitrogen in
the tank and the mass flow rate, we find that we can support more than ten 10-second test
runs, without experiencing appreciable stagnation pressure loss due to nitrogen depletion.
Iodine supply requirements are similarly calculated. Typically, we supply at least 10 grams
of iodine per nitrogen refill.
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental apparatus can be categorically divided into three associated
subsystems. The illumination subsystem consists of the laser and its associated optics. The
image acquisition subsystem is comprised of the intensified camera and its filters and
mirrors responsible for imaging the fluorescent jet. The jet formation subsystem includes
all components involved in the storage, pressure regulation, heating, and flow control of the
nitrogen gas and iodine seed. The three distinct subsystems are mechanically integrated
using a unique internal components rack (ICR) and remotely controlled through analog and
digital electronics, also mounted on board the ICR.
II.1 The Illumination Subsystem
We use the 2nd harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser at 532.25 nm to pump several lines in
the R and P branches of the B _- X transition for I2; the R(56) (32-0) line at 18788.348
cm -1, the P(83) (33-0) and R(134) (36-0) lines around 18787.814 cm -1, and the P(53)
(32-0), P(103) (34-0) and P(159) (39-0) lines around 18788.453 cm -1. A Q-switched
(pulsed) diode pumped laser (Adlas DPY 321 QD) is used, operating in the broadband
mode with visible green/yellow light. Its specifications are given in Figure 2.1. Operating
in this mode, the laser linewidth is approximately one wavenumber, so that none of the lines
listed above are individually resolved; rather, all the lines are simultaneously excited.
The 12 B _-- X system has been used successfully in this application by McDaniel
and Graves (1988) and Fletcher and McDaniel (1990). In these wind tunnel experiments,
an argon ion CW laser (which pumps different ro-vibronic states) was used. In an aircraft
borne experiment, the Nd:YAG laser selected has several important advantages in
comparison to the argon ion laser.
cavity dumped laser such as the Nd:YAG is much less sensitive to alignment
problems caused by vibration and temperature variations than a high-gain CW
laser. The laser selected for our experiments has been used successfully aboard
transport aircraft [S itz and Farrow (1990), Simmons and Hougen (1977)].
• The Adlas laser has a very low power consumption (< 50 W; typ. 30 W), needs
no external cooling and utilizes only low voltages internally.
Because the Nd:YAG is pulsed, for a given electrical load the peak power is
much greater, in our case greater than 1.6 kW. If advantage is taken of
lightweight, robust gated cameras, it is possible to obtain considerably better
signal-to-noise ratio at a given electrical load, or equivalently to obtain about
the same signal-to-noise at a much reduced load.
• The Adlas laser is very compact and light weight. (Head: 14.3 x 3.5 x 3.5; PS:
15 × 5.1 x 10.2 in.; combined weight: 29 lb)
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This reduced power consumption is very important in the present application. Not only is
power limited, but rejection of waste heat can also be a problem. Cooling requirements for
our laser head and power supply are relatively low, making it possible to reject heat to the
ambient air via natural convection. As an added measure, the laser head is equipped with a
thermocouple feedback and internal fan in case forced convection is needed. The use of low
voltages is also important, since the experiment is operated in pressure ranges where arcing
occurs most easily. The laser manufacturers have specially modified the laser power supply
to run from the 28 VDC power aboard the F-104G aircraft.
A further potentially useful feature of the Nd:YAG is the possibility of single-mode
(injection seeded) operation, reducing the linewidth to 0.0045 wavenumbers. The added
ability to scan over about one wavenumber allows not only the resolution of individual
lines, but also the determination of lineshapes. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2, which
depicts fluorescence obtained by scanning the pump laser over several fully resolved lines
in the I,_ spectrum around 532 nm. The above result was obtained using an injection seeded
Nd:YAG laser and an iodine cell at a number density of 1016 molec/cm 3 [Sitz and Farrow
(1990)]. Peak assignments are derived from Simmons and Hougen (1977). Fluorescence
intensity using the same laser in the multimode configuration is shown for comparison.
Higher peak signals for single-mode operation are a result of the higher spectral energy
density of the injection seeded laser.
If injection seeding can be made to work aboard the aircraft, this would allow us to
image the jet temperature and the velocity component in the direction of beam propagation.
The velocity component can be derived from the Doppler shift of the line centers. Jet
temperature can be derived from the lineshape.
Effective iodine seed concentrations were determined in preliminary tests using a
custom-built "iodine reference cell," built by the UCLA Department of Chemistry Glass
Shop. The cell allows iodine vapor to be confined at a specified number density. Tests with
number densities similar to what is expected in the jet have shown that we can easily
achieve fluorescence intensities large enough to see against a background of normal room
light, provided that the intensified camera is gated to the laser pulse rate. The same tests
conducted in moderate outdoor sunlight show that fluorescence can be observed above the
background, although the signal-to-noise ratio is not nearly as good as for the indoor tests.
These tests utilized a long pass Shott glass filter with a cut-on wavelength of 550 nm.
Analysis of the fluorescence spectrum from 540-610 nm (Figure 2.3) shows the filter is
attenuating 80-90 percent of the strongest fluorescence band (between 540-545 nm). We
expect to improve the signal-to-noise in daylight environments by using more appropriate
band-pass or interference filters centered around 532 or 542 nm.
The laser and sheet formation optics are housed within the ICR as shown in
Figures 2.4 and 2.5. The sheet is formed by means of a-6.35-mm focal length front surface
cylindrical mirror (1) that expands the beam horizontally. A high-reflectivity mirror (2)
housed in the optical canopy (3) acts as a turning mirror, positioning the light sheet on the
jet plane. This positioning is dependent on the angle of attack (+3 ° alpha in level flight), so
provision or adjustment is made via a multi-axis kinematic mirror mount. This mirror
mount also serves to orient the edge of the laser sheet parallel to the flight test fixture and
24
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External mirror Power supply
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Figure 2.5 Photo of Illumination and Image Acquisition Subsystems
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thus reduce reflected light off the FTF surface. A 300-mm focal length cylindrical lens (4)
at the front of the canopy acts to thin the sheet so that its vertical divergence is kept to a
minimum.
II.2 The Image Acquisition Subsystem
Iodine will fluoresce at wavelengths somewhat greater than 532 nm (e.g. in the
yellow). As noted above, some previous 532 nm work at Sandia [20] has shown that visible
fluorescent intensities can easily be generated using about 1016 molec/cm 3 12 and energy
densities of about 150 la J/cm 2. The 12 number density here is a factor of 10-100 times that
for our jet exit conditions. Nevertheless, we can see visible fluorescence against a dark
background, and as previously mentioned, obtain a satisfactory signal in the presence of
room or outdoor light with an intensified camera.
We use an ITT image intensified solid-state CCD camera F4577. It incorporates a
Generation II image intensifier, an 11-mm CCD sensor, and integrated electronics to
produce a very high resolution RS-170 video signal. The image intensifier uses a
microchannel plate (MCP) current amplifier with an $20 photocathode. The CCD is a
Texas Instruments TC241 488(V) x 754(H) pixel, frame-transfer device with a 6.6 x
8.8 mm image format. The electronics provide photocathode gating, gain control, and an
automatic iris control signal. The F4577 uses a tapered fiber optic coupling between the
intensifier and CCD to achieve a high-efficiency image transfer.
Background light is rejected using a Melles-Griot Interference filter centered at
550 nm with a 40 nm half-width. Other interference or band-pass filters or a combination
thereof may be employed as necessary.
The contribution of unfiltered background radiation to the signal is drastically
reduced by gating the camera ON only during the interval the jet is illuminated (e.g. for 6 ns
each laser pulse). This is the primary function of the image intensifier. It is not possible to
gate the high voltage supply that drives the intensifier as fast as 6 ns, but 100 ns is possible.
This effectively changes the integration period for background radiation from
approximately 20 ms to 100 ns, suppressing the background by a factor of 200,000. Since
the fluorescence may also be amplified by a factor up to 10,000, both factors together result
in a huge increase in signal-to-noise. The images from the camera are down-linked and
recorded for later analysis.
The camera, which measures 10.1 in. x 4.7 in. x 3.3 in., is located in the front
portion of the internal components rack near the jet exit (Figures 2.4-2.6). The jet
fluorescence is imaged onto the intensifier focal plane using a system of one internal and
one external mirror, along with a standard Nikon 28 mm f2.8 camera lens on the F4577.
The internal mirror is oriented at a 45 ° angle and mounted just above the camera lens,
allowing an outward view. The 45 ° external mirror is secured to the side of the ICR, and
allows an overhead view of the jet trajectory plane. This arrangement results in a viewable
area of about 11.5 x 16.6 cm in the plane of the jet. The field of view is depicted in
Figure 2.7, along with expected jet trajectories at Mje t = 1.0 and free-stream Mach
numbers, M._ = 0.8 and 1.4. Higher MjetS will give greater penetration and will use a
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Figure 2.6 Forward Section of the ICR
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greater portion of the viewable area. [Due to the recent addition of a mirror guard, the
viewable area may be slightly smaller; but this will not pose a problem.] Additionally, the
external mirror will not disrupt the flow in the region of the jet, due to its thinness
(essentially 2D), inclination, and distance some 12 in. above the jet exit. Shocks off the
mirror edge do not coincide with the trajectory of the jet. A Plexiglas window is mounted
on the ICR and separates the inner and outer mirrors. It is positioned flush with the outer
skin of the FTF side panel.
11.3 The Jet Subsystem
A schematic of the apparatus used to handle and form the jet is given in Figure 2.8.
Photographs are shown in Figures 2.9-2.10. Nitrogen, stored at pressures up to 3000 psig
in a high pressure reservoir 5.1 liters in volume, is used to form the jet. The reservoir/tank
is flight-certified by NASA and was last pressure tested in June 1992. To conserve
nitrogen, the jet will be operated intermittently at preprogrammed intervals by activating a
solenoid valve. The valve is a Burkert Type 256 2/2 way, direct-acting, normally-closed
solenoid valve. Normally-open valves may be used for safety reasons, but continuous
power will be needed, since the valve must be usually closed. Also, normally-open valves
tend to have comparatively longer opening and closing times than normally-closed valves.
When the valve is activated, nitrogen flows through a single pressure regulator
previously adjusted to provide the desired pressure Pexit at the jet nozzle exit for some
target altitude and Mach number. The regulator, by Fisher Scientific, is a two-stage type,
which allows accurate downstream pressure regulation essentially independent of upstream
reservoir pressure. The first stage reduces the pressure by 90 percent, and the second stage
regulates the remaining 10 percent to the selected pressure value. To create a perfectly
expanded gas jet at other target Mach numbers, the F-104G will cruise at different altitudes
to obtain the correct p.o. Communication between the pilot and control tower will also
facilitate the appropriate flight paths. (See Figure 1.8 for a closer look at the flight plan.)
For the first sequence of experiments (M_et = 1.0), the downstream pressure of the regulator
will be set to approximately 64,900 Pa _9.42 psia). This will produce the desired Pexit of
39,000 Pa (5.66 psia). Due to the Joule-Thompson cooling from the extreme pressure drop
across the regulator, a heater is required to heat up the gas prior to mixing with the iodine
vapor. The "preheater," as it is also known, is a Hejet heat-gun element that draws 7.8 A,
generating 858 W at 110 VAC, supplied by the aircraft. The heat-gun element is installed
inside a modified Whitey 300-cc stainless steel sample cylinder. A sufficiently high
temperature must be maintained at the jet exit in order to prevent condensation of the iodine
seed. It also increases the population of the high (50 < j < 100) rotational states that are
accessible at 532 nm. This is achieved by wrapping the jet line between the preheater and
jet exit with heating tapes. The heating tapes, made by Omega Engineering, are insulated
with Samox ® (registered trademark of Brisk Heat Corp.) yarn and can be exposed to
continuous temperatures of 1400 °F (760 °C); heating tape burnout should not be a
problem. Exit temperatures in excess of 373 K are common with the current preheater-tape
combination, though exact temperatures are dependent on preprogrammable run times
(which vary from 6-13 sec).
After preheating, the nitrogen passes a flow-control orifice 4 mm in diameter, made
of stainless steel. Iodine vapor is then seeded into the main nitrogen flow at a T-branch. The
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iodine is storedand heatedto temperaturesof 185-200 °C in a 75-ccWhitey sample
cylinder using an OmegaIncoloy_ (registeredtrademarkof InternationalNickel Co.)
cartridgeheater.Thecartridgeheater,aswell astheheatingtapes,arecontrolledby Omega
CN76000series1/16DIN auto-tunecontrollers.All componentsexposedto iodine are
eitherstainlesssteel,Incoloy,orTeflon® (registeredtrademarkof E.I. DupontdeNemours
& Co.),to preventoxidationcausedbytheiodine.Theiodineline andvalveleadingto the
T-branchareheatedto temperaturesup to 200 °C (or slightly more), raising the vapor
pressureto abouttwice (or slightly abovetwice) thenitrogenpressure,undertargetflight
conditions.Thevalve orifice sizeis 0.116in. andbasedon the 2:1 pressuredifferential,
shouldprovide concentrationson the order of 103ppm, suitable for visualization as
confirmed by preliminary lab studies.The iodine valve is a GeneralValve Series9
two-way,normally-closedsolenoidvalvedesignedto handlecorrosivematerialsandhigh
temperatures.It is enclosedin a smallaluminum"oven" thatprovidesuniform heatingat
the valve's designatedtemperature.Iodine cylinder pressuresarevery low and do not
constituteany pressurehazards.During actualexperiments,the N2 and 12valves are
controlled automatically from preprogrammedelectronics.During purging or filling
procedures,bothvalvescanbemanuallyandindependentlyactivated/deactivated.
After seeding,the N2-I2 mixture is carriedin heatedstainlesssteellines (0.5 in.
diameter)and finally passesthroughan aluminumnozzleto producea sonicjet at the
nozzleexit/throat.The nozzleexit is machinedto a diameterof 7.2 mm (0.2835 in.).
Differentjet exit velocitiescanbeobtainedby eitherreadjustingtheupstreampressureor
by usinga differentnozzlecontourorexit diameter.Informationon howto do this canbe
foundin anytextoncompressibleflows, suchasAnderson(1990).A summaryof theflow
propertiesalongthejet subsystemis givenin Figure2.11.
Thejet subsystemis picturedin Figures2.9 and 2.10.Heatingelementsfor the
iodine and nitrogen are internal to the iodine reservoirandjet preheater,respectively.
Figure 2.9 actually showsthe entire ICR with all threesubsystems.Figure 2.10 shows
selectedclose-upsof thejet formationssubsystems.
The jet subsystemhas been subjected to extensive fluid mechanic and
thermodynamicanalysesasdetailedin section1.3.3.Theexternalflowfield aroundthejet
andFTF havebeendeterminednumericallyconsidering:
• theobliqueshockoff thetip of theFTF;
• theexpansionfanattheshoulderof theFTF;
• thecurved,3-dimensionalbow shockin front of thetransversejet.
In addition,the internalanalysisof thejet formationsubsystemhasbeenstudied
usingtheFORTRANcodeFTF2.FORconsidering:
• non-ideal, non-isentropicflow from the nitrogen tank past the pressure
regulator,with Joule-Thompsonexpansioncooling;
• asteady-state(approximation),constantpressure,heatingprocess;
• aquasione-dimensionalisentropicflow from thepreheaterto thenozzleexit.
Copiesof both programs,FTF1.FORandFTF2.FORareincludedin the appendix.Both
codes were used for preliminary analytical and design studies.Not all subsequent
modificationswereupdatedin theprograms.
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Because the F-104G will fly at different altitudes, the jet thermodynamic settings
are held constant (and necessarily so). For a typical nitrogen flow of 0.0062 kg/sec (10 l/sec
out the preheater), we have enough nitrogen for at least ten 10-second bursts/runs per flight.
For a 2000 ppm seeding concentration, the iodine vapor will flow at 1.12 E-4 kg/sec. Since
the iodine is stored in condensed form, its supply is not a limiting factor (though at least
10 grams should be allotted per flight).
II.4 ICR Integration and the FTF
Mechanical integration of the three subsystems is facilitated by a unique internal
components rack (ICR), depicted in Figure 2.12. The ICR provides expedient access for
servicing between flight tests as well as between maintenance at UCLA and delivery to
NASA. The ICR is made of aircraft-type 606 l-T6 aluminum and bolted together with the
use of Heli-Coil inserts. All parts and accessories within the ICR are bolted with Heli-Coil
Screw-Lock inserts as well. Heli-Coil Screw-Lock thread inserts positively lock screws and
bolts against loosening under impact and vibration by way of an internal, hexagon-like
locking thread. In the harsh environment under the fuselage of an aircraft, the effects of
both static and dynamic loading on threaded parts are of obvious concern. Screw-Lock
inserts meet military specifications for locking torque and vibration (MIL-N-25027 and
MIL-I-8846).
When the ICR is fully loaded, it is a completely self-contained unit (minus power
lines and signal cables, to and fro) and weighs 118 lb. The center of gravity is located 24 in.
from the front edge and 7 1/4 in. from the bottom edge. The ICR fits snugly inside the aft
bay of the flight test fixture, where it is appropriately secured. Two side panels, each made
of 606 l-T6 aluminum, enclose the ICR inside the FTF. The left side panel is 0.25 in. thick
so that the nozzle and camera window are flush with the panel, providing a clean flow up
to and around the jet exit area. The right side panel is 0.125 in. thick. Both panels are
actually mounted in segments of three. The forward panel is continuous from the shoulder
of the FTF and extends past the jet exit area, again to provide a clean flow.
The ICR is equipped with several access holes between its three main
compartments for flow lines and electronic connections. The laser platform in the aft
compartment also serves as the base for the optical canopy. This configuration keeps all
laser optics stable and aligned.
Ground vibrations tests have been performed at UCLA to evaluate the ruggedness
of the experiment. The ICR, fully loaded, was bolted down to a wooden cart that rolls on
four pneumatic tires. The cart was then dragged over several 1 in. x 4 in. wooden planks
separated by distances of 2, 3, and 4 ft. The wheelbase of the cart is 3 ft, and the most
intense oscillations to the cart were experienced with the planks 3 ft apart. The cart was
rolled over this test course several times, with the implied goal of trying to loosen up or
shake apart anything that might otherwise loosen up or shake apart while in flight or taxiing
on the runway, serious situations to be avoided. The result of the test was that none of the
components, electronics, or optics were affected; no visible vibration damage or
misalignment was detected. The experiment operated fine after the ruggedization tests.
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CHAPTER III
ELECTRONICS AND OPERATING SYSTEMS
III.1 The Electronics Board
The electronics board has two primary functions. It controls the timing of the
experiment and also locks out the other heaters when the main jet heater is on. The latter
function is necessary to ensure that the 110 VAC load does not exceed 10 A when the jet
heater is on. The component and wiring sides of the electronics board are shown in
Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Many of the small components are mounted on the wiring side of the
board. Schematic diagrams of the circuitry are given in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Tables
describing cable and pin connections are found in the appendix under "Maintenance and
Operations."
Power supplies
Power for the electronics is provided by the 28 VDC aircraft power. The circuitry
draws about 2 A with the laser and valves off. Actuating the valves draws an additional 1 A.
The laser draws a maximum of 1 A. A +15 VDC switching power supply located on the
board provides the voltages necessary for the thermocouple signal conditioners (SC 1-4). In
addition, there are separate +5 VDC and +15 VDC regulators located on the aluminum
bulkhead above the board. The +5 VDC (7805) regulator powers the logic. The +15 VDC
(7815) regulator powers the valves, heater relays, the camera and the high current portion
of the signal conditioning circuitry. Filtering capacitors associated with the regulators are
located on the pin side of the regulators and are potted in RTV. The regulators and
associated capacitors can be removed for service as a unit from the board side of the
bulkhead. Removing the laser power supply is not necessary.
Aircraft 110 VAC is used to power the temperature controllers and the heaters. The
main jet heater (a heat gun heating element) draws 7.8 A. The iodine line and valve heaters
(2 heating tapes connected in parallel) draw a total of 2.6 A. The jet line heater (3 heating
tapes connected in series) draw 0.9 A. The iodine reservoir heater (a 0.25-in. diameter
cartridge heater) draws 1 A. The laser head heating pad draws 0.7 A. The laser head, jet line
and iodine reservoir heaters are switched by 3 relays located on the board. These relays
(RL1-3) are rated for 2.5 A, 120 VAC resistive loads. The main jet and iodine line/valve
heaters are switched by solid state relays located at the top rear of the experiment module.
The SSRs are rated for 10-A resistive loads.
The experiment interfaces with aircraft power at the terminal strip located at the
front bottom of the module. The 28-VDC and 110-VAC connections axe marked. The DC
power is grounded to the module frame only at the regulators. If the FTF is part of the
aircraft ground plane (presumably it is), hooking up the DC common could result in a minor
ground loop.
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Figure 3.1 Electronics Board (Fron_)
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Timing circuitry
Timing is provided by two 555 timers (IC1-2). The trigger input to the first is held
high with a 10 K resistor (R24). Grounding the input (PC edge connector, pin 13) triggers
the timer. In our testing this has been done by shorting PC edge connector pins 13 and P,
provided as an unterminated twisted pair. The pilot must perform this function each time
the experiment is cycled. The output of IC 1 goes high on application of the trigger, and
stays high for a period determined by the DIP switch setting (DS1). This DIP switch
controls the resistance of the RC timing circuit. Only the first 6 switches are used, and only
one should be set at a time. Setting switch 1 introduces a resistance of 3.9 M (R25f),
providing an interval of approximately 5.8 sec. Setting switch 2 increases the resistance
1 M (R25a), adding approximately 1.5 sec to the interval. Subsequent switches act
similarly, so the approximate interval can be calculated by equation 3.1, where "n"
represents the number of the switch set.
interval (seconds) = 5.8 + 1.49 (n - 1) (3.1)
Thus, the interval can easily be adjusted from 5.8 to 13.25 sec. Intervals outside of this
range can most easily be achieved by changing the timing capacitor (C 1). If this is done, a
high-quality, low leakage, low temperature coefficient capacitor should be used. A
polycarbonate capacitor is currently installed.
The output of IC 1 is differentiated (C5/R23) producing a negative going pulse when
the timing cycle is complete. This provides the trigger for IC2. The timing circuitry is an
exact duplicate of that for the first 555, and is set in the same manner.
The outputs of ICs 1 and 2 are connected to an OR gate (IC4), the output of which
drives the main jet heater SSR. The output of IC2 activates the valve solenoids (connected
in parallel) through a power Darlington circuit (T1,T2,R22). Thus, the period of the f'zrst
timer (IC 1) controls the warm-up interval of the jet heater. This interval should be set long
enough so that operating temperature can be achieved, but not so long as to cause the
element to overheat (it is designed for forced convective cooling). We have found the
heater begins to glow red hot about 7 sec after power is applied. Repeated operation of the
unit with low nitrogen flowrates can cause the jet heater chamber to become hot enough to
soften the soft soldered electrical feedthroughs. As the heater chamber is under pressure,
this will cause these seals to leak.
The period of the second timer determines the length of an experimental
measurement. This should be long enough to let the flow rates and pressures stabilize and
the jet to become steady. This interval will have to be selected based on data from the jet
exit pressure and temperature transducers during flight tests or in an altitude chamber. To
maximize the number of free-stream Mach numbers that can be examined in a single flight,
the test interval should be only slightly longer than that necessary to achieve steady state.
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The output of IC2 also controlsthe gain on the cameraimageintensifier. The
intensifier is actually gatedcontinuouslyin synchronizationwith the laserpulses.The
detailsof thegatingwill bedescribedsubsequently.Sincethelaseris to beruncontinuously
during a flight, it is importantto turn downthe intensifiergain whendataarenot being
collected.The gain is setto zerowhenthejet is not activated,thusprolongingthelife of
the intensifier tube.A comparator(IC3) increasesthe gain to a presetlevel during the
intervalwhenthejet is activated.Theintensifiergaincanbesetfrom 0 to 10VDC usinga
tenturn trimpot locatedattheupperleft edgeof theboard(P5).Counterclockwiserotation
will increasethegain.Theresultingvoltageismosteasilymonitoredby removingIC3 from
its socketandmeasuringthevoltageatpin 1.
Solenoid valves
A 24-VDC solenoid controls the nitrogen valve and a 20-VDC solenoid controls the
iodine valve. They may be actuated manually or by the timing circuitry, depending on the
setting of two switches located at the top of the module near the nitrogen fill line. The left
hand switch controls the nitrogen valve, and the right the iodine valve. Either valve may be
actuated manually by pressing the respective switch downward. The valve will remain open
as long as the switch is held down. This feature is convenient when purging air from the
iodine tank. In the neutral (center) position, the valves are disconnected. When the switches
are in the up position, the valves are armed (connected to the timer board).
The board circuitry operates the iodine and nitrogen valves in parallel. The 28-VDC
aircraft power drops to 24 VDC across two 5-ohm resistors (R6-7) connected in parallel.
Another 5 ohm resister drops the 24 VDC to 20 VDC for the iodine valve' s lower operating
voltage. A clamping diode (D4) is located on the terminal strip at the forward lower part of
the module. Current flow to the valves is controlled by a homemade power Darlington
(T1,T2,R22).
Controller lock-out
The 0-5 VDC controller output is not directly compatible with TTL logic. Instead,
the controller output drives the base of an NPN transistor (T6). The collector is held high
by a 10 K resistor (R16). High controller output causes the transistor to conduct, pulling the
collector low. The collector voltage is inverted (IC5) and fed to one side of an AND gate
(IC6). The other AND input is connected to the (inverted) main jet heater SSR signal. Thus,
while the main jet heater is engaged, the AND gate output is low. When the jet heater is off,
the AND gate output reflects the controller output. In most cases, the AND gate output
drives the base of the transistor (T3) that switches the 110 VAC heater relays. The relays
are powered from the high current +15 VDC supply, which drops to the +12 VDC relay coil
voltage across a 36 ohm resistor (R1). The hot side of the 110 AC is connected to the
common of the SPDT relay (RL1). The heater element is connected to the normally open
contact. Thus, when the controller output is high, the heaters are engaged. The other end of
the heater is connected to the 110 AC common at one of the terminal strips.
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Laser relay
Provision is made for activating/deactivating the laser from the cockpit. The laser
power supply will activate when the 28-V power is applied, but the laser itself will not tum
on. The laser is turned on remotely by shorting pins 8 and J on the PC card edge connector,
thereby applying 5 volts to the coil of relay RIA. Access to these pins is provided as an
unterminated twisted pair. Energizing the relay is functionally equivalent to depressing the
reset switch on the front panel of the laser, toggling the laser between the off and on states.
The laser may take a few seconds to turn on after the relay is energized.
Thermocouple signal conditioners
The thermocouples are conditioned by Analog Devices 2B50A signal conditioners.
All the conditioners are configured to compensate type E thermocouples. The
compensation is set by the 1.87 K resistance (R27-30) between pins 1 and 40. The
conditioner gain is set by the resistance (R31-34) between pins 3 and 5. In each case we
utilize a low temperature coefficient metal film gain resistor in series with an 100 ohm
trimming potentiometer (P1-4). For conditioners 1 and 2, connected respectively to the
iodine reservoir and iodine valve thermocouples, a 976-ohm gain resistor is used. The
trimpot is set to provide a voltage gain of 200 at the output (pins 16-17). Conditioners 3
and 4 are connected respectively to the jet line and jet exit thermocouples. The gain
resistors here are 239 ohms, and the trimpot is set to provide a voltage gain of 700. The
trimpots were set up using the actual thermocouples immersed in boiling water.
Camera gating
The camera gating is controlled by added circuitry (Figure 3.5) inside the camera
case. This circuitry has been inserted between the External Gate Input BNC connector and
the cable originally attached to it inside the camera. The sync output from the laser is
connected to the External Gate Input BNC. The sync output falls upon activation of the
Q-switch, with the laser pulse occurring a few nanoseconds later. The inverted sync pulse
(IC7) drives the input of a dual monostable multivibrator (IC8). The first multivibrator
controls the delay between the fail of the laser sync and the start of the intensifier gate. The
falling output of the first multivibrator triggers the second, which controls the width of the
gate pulse. The output of this multivibrator is inverted and used to gate the intensifier power
supply.
The gate pulse width is set by potentiometer P7 to 120 ns, the minimum gate width
specified for the intensifier power supply. The delay between the fall of the Q-switch and
the laser pulse ranges from 620-1100 ns, depending on the laser pulse energy. The
approximate delay for different power settings is given in Table 1. The delay can be
adjusted by means of P6. It is currently set for 570 ns, ensuring that the intensifier is gate
on during the 20-ns duration of the laser pulse at full power. As long as the laser is operated
at full power, there will probably be no need to change the gate or delay settings. If changes
need to be made, both the delay and gate potentiometers can be accessed without removing
the camera case. However, we have not provided access to the gate output. This oversight
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means that the camera case will still have to be dissembled. An easily accessible test point
for the gate output should be added. Possibly this could be accomplished by drilling a small
hole in the camera case opposite the gate out pin located at the side of the PC board.
When not in use, the two small potentiometer access holes in the camera case
should be covered by a piece of black tape to prevent light leaks. This would also apply to
any access hole made for a gate output test point.
Table 1. Approximate relationship between Q-switching and
laser output as a function of laser power
Power (%) Delay (ns)
6 1100
14 900
54 700
98 620
111.2 In-Flight Operating Procedure
During actual in-flight experiments, the operating procedures are purposely
straightforward and simple. Such an arrangement is necessary due to the limited amount of
activity the pilot can perform outside of flying the aircraft itself. Ground-based
maintenance, operation, and testing are more involved and is only briefly mentioned below
and detailed in the appendix.
By having the complete experiment inside the relatively thin (low-drag) FTF, we
plan to achieve speeds up to M.,, = 2.0. As mentioned previously and outlined in Figure
1.8, we are also interested in running tests at Mach numbers: 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8. If
the F-104G/#826 cannot achieve Mach 2 in level flight, it will have to dive from a higher
altitude and then attempt to hold the right altitude at Mach 2 for the few seconds needed for
the test run. Because we cannot reposition the laser sheet in flight, all tests within a given
series of flights must be conducted at a fixed angle of attack (about +3°).
In preparation for a flight test, the ICR must be secured inside the FTF. Both
110-VAC and 28-VDC power should be supplied to the experiment prior to "buttoning-up"
with the FTF side panels. All four heater controllers should be confirmed on and controlling
their respective heaters as tuned. Upon power up, the laser power supply and electronics
board will also be on/armed. This power-up preflight check should be done no earlier than
60 min to takeoff as the heaters must stabilize to the set points. Of course, all other
components must be functional and flight ready. When all systems are checked out, the
FTF side panels may be secured and the aircraft may proceed to taxi onto the runway.
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The pilot hasa seriesof concisetasksdirectly involved with the experiments,
althoughin effect,he is only requiredto presstwo buttons/switchesatthepropertimes.
(1) Upontakeoff,activatelaser.Laserbeginsto stabilize.
(2) Fly abovetargetaltitudeatpredeterminedMachnumber;cf. Figure 1.8.
(3) Begindescenthroughtargetaltitude,trying to maintaintargetspeed.
Activateexperiment:nitrogenpreheateris fired on first for a
preprogrammedinterval;then,appropriatevalvesopenandcameragated
for agiveninterval.Ideally,themiddleof this intervalwill occurwhenthe
aircraft is attargetconditions.
(4) Whenvalvesandcameraareon,pitcha fewdegreesaboveandbelow+3
alpha,thetypical alphafor F-104Gcruise,to ensurethegasjet intersects
with thelasersheet.
(5) Verify with towersuccessfuldownlinkof images.
(6) Proceedto nexttargetcondition.
(7) Iterate(2) through(6) asneededandasallowable.
(8) After experiments,deactivatelaserprior to landing.
Operatorsandexperimenterswill monitortheexperimentsandcommunicatewith
thepilot duringthetestsfrom thecontroltowerat NASA Dryden.Targetflight conditions
will be confirmedwith the useof aircraft-equippedpressurepitot probes.Signalsfrom
pressuretransducersandthermocouplesinsidetheexperimentwill providenecessaryand
sufficient datato help monitor the tests.Video signals(RS-170)downlinked from the
camerawill beseenin real-timeaswell asrecordedonaground-basedVCR (Beta)for later
analysisandprocessing.If imagesareunacceptable(eithertoo faintor nondetectable),the
following troubleshootingprocedures houldbeperformed,assumingobviousfailureis not
evidentyet.
(1) Confirmleft (experimental)sideof FTFis facingawayfrom sun,assuming
flight is indaylight.Conf'trmreflectedsunlightfrom cloudsisnottoobright
to drownout fluorescencesignal.
(2) Radiopilot to repeatsameexperiment.
(3) If fluorescenceis notvisibleat all, evenat foot of jet orifice, radiopilot to
returnto base;proceedto step(5). If somefluorescenceatfoot of orifice is
visible,proceedwith step(4).
(4) Requestpilot to holdbestalphafor full trajectoryfluorescenceduring
experiment,asdeterminedby downlinkedimages,regardlessof altitudeor
speeddrift awayfrom targetconditions.Continueon to otherexperimental
conditionsaspossible.
(5) If no fluorescenceis detectedin flight, landplaneandbegininspectionof
all threesubsystemsfor properalignmentandoperation.Also inspect
electronicsboard.
(6) Processobtainedimagesoncomputer-digitizerto detectany faint images.
(7) Rungroundtestsin environmentalchamberasnecessary,undersimulated
flight conditions(pressureandtemperature)whereintheexperimentfailed.
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(8) Correctarea(s)of failureasfound,andre-fly experimentasperprevious
in-flight procedure.
(9) If noclearfailure is found,fly atnight to eliminatebackgrounddaylight
noisefactor.This optionis possible,but logistically difficult dueto
schedulingandmanpowerproblemsinherentin night (after-hours)flights.
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CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPMENT OF RESULTS
IV.1 Methods of Analysis
Upon completion of a successful series of flight tests, data from three separate
sources must be considered:
(1) Aircraft speed, altitude, and pressure readings.
(2) Experimental temperature and pressure readings from the jet subsystem.
(3) Recorded video images of the transverse gas jet.
Data from all sources are interrelated based on their time dependence. Thus, it is important
to interpret video images in light of the data from sources (1) and (2).
Images, stored on Beta tape format, will be computer processed and digitized to
maximize visualization. Using the facilities of UCLA's Office of Academic Computing
(OAC) Visualization Laboratory, several techniques are available, used either alone or in
combination, to generate highly refined and informative images. The process involves
transforming (rasterizing) the field data into pixel values. From there, the raw raster image
(of pixels) can be processed using such packages as AVS, Photoshop, NCSA Image, NIH
Image, or PV-WAVE.
Once an acceptable processed image is obtained, the image can be analyzed in two
general respects: (1) Qualitatively, the geometric trajectory and spreading of the gas jet;
including upper and lower boundaries, jet curvature, penetration distance/height,
downstream distance until zero curvature, extent of mixing with air along the jet. (2)
Time-dependently, the rate of spreading and mixing from the initial "burst" to the stabilized
jet flow; would require making real-time video "movies."
IV.2 Previous Data and Model Predictions
Processed images can then be compared with previous data and model predictions.
Previous experimental data for the momentum ratios tested in this study are limited in
availability, which of course is one reason why these momentum ratios were tested. Gas
jets in crossflow velocities of M = 0.8 have been obtained by Manela and Seginer (1986).
A few data points for M = 1.38 are found in Orth et al. (1969) and for M = 1.4 in Lee et al.
(1992). Other data are for Mach numbers of 2.0 and greater, and usually for cases with
severely underexpanded jet; thus, they are not of great interest here. Outside of these
previous experimental results, we must depend on computational/analytical results. To this
end, we can run the appropriate numerical code [Heister and Karagozian (1990a)] at the
exact momentum ratio and thermodynamic conditions corresponding to a particular set of
images obtained in flight. Direct comparisons of qualitative features can be made in terms
of the characteristics outlined above in section IV.1. Examples of some numerically
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generatedtransversejet trajectoriesareshownin Figure 4.1. The upper figure depicts
predictedtrajectoriesfor threejet-to-free-streammomentumratiosbasedon theHeisterand
Karagozian(1990a) model. The lower figure shows trajectoriesfor the same three
momentum ratios according to the code developedby Le and Karagozian (1992).
Researchersperformingexperimentalwork on transversejets include R.K. Hansonat
StanfordUniversityandJ.C.McDanielat theUniversityof Virginia, Charlottesville.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
V.1 Summary
We have presented the detailed design and development of a unique flight test
experiment to study nonreacting gas jets injected into a range of transonic and supersonic
crossflows. Two preliminary design codes have been developed to predict fluid and
thermodynamic conditions of the experiment while in flight. The desired situation is to
form a properly regulated, heated, and seeded nitrogen jet that is either perfectly expanded
or slightly underexpanded upon exiting the nozzle. The results of these codes also provide
guidelines for the procedure in which the flights are to be conducted. The method of flow
visualization is to apply planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) with a Nd:YAG laser
into the planned flight environment. Images will be recorded with a gated intensified
camera equipped with appropriate optical filters to capture the fluorescence. Laboratory
tests have been conducted to determine adequate iodine seeding concentrations using a
specially designed optical [iodine] reference cell. Other tests have measured the
fluorescence spectrum of iodine under the 532-nm light of the [frequency doubled]
Nd:YAG laser. The results summarized above are detailed in sections 1.3 through I1.3.
A highly compact and rugged internal components rack (ICR) has been designed
and built to integrate and carry the parts and instrumentation necessary for experimentation.
While entirely enclosed within this rack, PLIF of an iodine-seeded nitrogen jet with a
cross-sectional diameter of 7.2 mm has been successfully imaged using a gated intensified
camera (at sea level conditions). A thoroughly integrated electronics board has been
designed and wired to control the experimental run sequence; operate the heaters, valves,
and laser; and monitor/downlink critical temperatures and pressures within the jet
formation subsystem. The result is a simple two-button system of operation for the pilot to
perform when at target flight conditions. (PLIF and intensified camera imagery were never
meant to be this easy!) The main difference between sea level and flight conditions will be
the vibrations from the aircraft engine, the cooler ambient temperature, and the lower
ambient pressure. A series of vibration tests on the ground have shown no appreciable
affect on the experiment, in particular, the optical alignment. The lower temperature and
lower pressure are actually favorable for they respectively cool the electronics and create
the proper back pressure behind the nozzle for the perfectly expanded jet. Power supplies
and sources have been appropriately potted to prevent high-altitude arcing. Thus, as long
as the pilot can hold the predetermined flight plan and angle of attack, in-flight PLIF and
jet imaging will be successful. Some adjusting of the pressure regulator may be necessary
due to the pressure differential at altitude, but this and other minor adjustments are nothing
a thoughtful effort at trial-and-error cannot solve.
V.2 Future Work
Upon successful completion of this first phase of in-flight flow visualization
experiments, numerous other fluid mechanics phenomena can be studied. Essentially, we
will have pioneered the use of traditionally ground-based laser diagnostics and imaging
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techniquesto fully realisticin-flight environments.Theproverbialdoorwill bewideopen
to using the "flying wind-tunnel concept" where realism, versatility, and cost-effectiveness
will be the hallmarks. Limitations of test section area, improper scaling of noise and
turbulence levels, opposing wall effects, and narrow Mach range that are inherent in most
terrestrial wind tunnel facilities will either be greatly minimized or nonexistent.
The immediate extensions of the jet trajectory work to other geometries of practical
interest are straightforward. Examples include injection behind a rearward-facing step,
injection of multiple or staged jets, injection through slot or elliptical nozzles and at various
exit Mach numbers, etc. The use of liquid jets in the original, or many of the alternative
configurations, is also of interest. The rearward-facing step problem is of particular current
interest. The situation is sketched in Figure 5.1. Previous wind tunnel tests [McDaniel and
Graves (1988)] in this geometry have examined jet penetration with respect to injector
locations downstream of the point at which the shear layer reattaches to the wall. Recent
calculations by Le and Karagozian (1992) indicate that if the injector location were moved
upstream of this point into the recirculation region, it should be possible to double the jet
penetration. There is currently no experimental data available to confirm this. If it is true,
however, injection at this location should provide much better mixing in a scramjet or other
application requiring efficient and thorough mixing. Flight tests could provide the
experimental data necessary to validate this approach. The instrumentation developed for
the current program could be used with only minor (mostly external) modification.
The present aircraft for our experiments, NASA's F-104G/#826, is ideal for
in-flight experiments because of the extensive amount and broad range of in-flight work it
has already accomplished. Although this aircraft will be retired within the next year,
another is scheduled to take its place, dubbed the "F-15B Aerodynamic Flight Facility."
The McDonnell-Douglas twin-seat F-15B is a high-altitude, high-speed (over Mach 2.5)
fighter aircraft. It is also equipped with a newly designed and built "Advanced Flight Test
Fixture (APTF)," similar to the current FTF, to carry and conduct aero/thermo/fluid
dynamic experiments. In addition, NASA Dryden has recently acquired two Lockheed
SR-71As and one SR-71B for use as supersonic/hypersonic research facilities [Urie and
Lux (1992)]. The SR-71 is, for sustained flight, the highest flying, fastest aircraft in the
world today, with cruising altitudes of 85,000 ft and speeds of Mach 3+. We are very
interested in the external burning experiments slated for the SR-71 (the future budgetary
state of the project is uncertain). Several diagnostic approaches are possible, based on the
proof of principles shown in the current F-104G experiments--regarding in-flight
laser-based methods. The simplest is imaging of OH chemiluminescence in the UV,
yielding the trajectory of the reacting portion of the jet. Alternatively, one could image OH
fluorescence obtained by pumping the X -> A transition with a XeC1 excimer laser. This
would yield both the trajectory of the reacting jet and insight into its interior structure,
including interactions between turbulence and chemistry that dictate the burning rate.
Given the availability of aircraft and support at NASA Dryden and the numerous
experiments already conducted, proposed, and those yet to be, we can assuredly say that
in-flight aero/thermo/fluid dynamic experiments employing sophisticated instrumentation
and diagnostics have a bright and promising future.
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APPENDIX 1
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS
The following is a detailed text on proper maintenance procedures necessary to
keep the subsystems operational. Various parts referred to can be seen in Figures 2.4-2.10.
Critical parts and issues are highlighted for convenience should repairs or maintenance be
needed. For reordering information, see the Parts List and Supplier List included as
Appendix 2.
Jet Formation Subsystem
The nitrogen tank is filled to 3000 psi through a retractable fill port at the upper
aft end of the ICR. By turning open the access valve, nitrogen is allowed to flow through
the regulator and into the tank. Filling should be performed by personnel familiar with
handling high-pressure gases. Note that pressurizing should be done slowly so that the tank
does not heat up excessively, though some warming is expected. Leaks can be detected
using soapy water injected around threaded or Swagelock connections. Problems with the
valve stem of the nitrogen tank should be directed to the supplier, Phoenix Distributing.
Problems with the tank should be directed to its supplier, NASA Dryden.
The Fisher Scientific pressure regulator does not need regular maintenance. It is
adjusted using the dial knob in front. If maintenance on any of the three Statham
transducers is needed, consult NASA Dryden or Schlumberger Industries. Note that they
are all connected with AN (not Swagelock) fittings.
The nitrogen line leading from the regulator to the nitrogen solenoid valve is the
primary component to remove when access to the rest of the jet subsystem under the laser
platform is required. Removing the line involves loosening the Swagelock nuts at the line
ends and removing the 1/4-20 allen hex screws holding down the solenoid valve. Upon
doing this, the higher end of the line will have enough play so that it can be pulled down/out
of its fitting. Reinstalling the above is in reverse order, the last item being inserting the line
up/in to its fitting. A screwdriver acting as a cantilever against the heater controller mount
can assist in reinserting the line.
All Swagelock connections should be tightened in accordance with standards
outlined in the Swagelock manual. A handy reminder is to tighten the nut 1.25 turns after
the nut has been tightened finger tight, assuming it can be finger tightened freely. A Gap
Inspection Gage can also be purchased to check proper fitting installation.
The Burkert nitrogen solenoid valve is maintenance-free. If it should fail, first
check if the maximum inlet pressure has been exceeded (approx. 45 psia), in which case the
solution is simply to adjust the regulator to a lower pressure.
The nitrogen preheater may need upkeep from time to time. In particular are the
electrical feedthroughs and the heating element itself. The feedthroughs are susceptible to
loosening up when the temperature inside the preheater is too hot, causing the solder joints
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to melt. To avoidthis,makesurethereisalwaysasufficientamountof nitrogenflow (near
operatingconditions) when the heateris on. If the feedthroughsshould fail, higher
temperaturesoldershouldbeappliedtothejoints.Duringgroundtestswherelow flow may
benecessary,placesomewet towelsaroundandunderthepreheaterto drawawayexcess
heat.
The heating element core is susceptible to embrittlement, also due to excessive
temperatures, caused by insufficient nitrogen flow rates. If the core cracks, it should be
replaced (see Parts List). Note that mica sheets, included with a new heating element should
be placed inside the preheater; this prevents possible short circuiting should the coils touch
the preheater inner surface. Removal/replacement of the element is facilitated by an access
hole/bolt (solder-sealed and threaded) on top of the preheater.
The nitrogen and iodine lines are mixed at a stainless-steel T-branch. The flow
control orifices for both gases are installed on this branch. The nitrogen orifice is press fit
(and easily removed), whereas the iodine orifice is soldered. [The currently replaced iodine
valve by General Valve has a proper orifice size, so that the orifice in the T-branch has been
removed.]
The iodine solenoid valve needs moderate maintenance due to its high-temperature
and corrosive environment. The valve should be checked periodically to ensure iodine
condensation is not a problem. Condensation can be prevented by assuring that the valve is
always the hottest part of the iodine flow path, especially during cooling times, so that
iodine will preferentially condense in the iodine tank or the iodine line, rather than in the
valve. Because high temperatures are a potential problem to most solenoid valves, we use
a General Valve Series 9 valve, which incorporates a coil rated for 220 °C. [If this solenoid
valve fails under high temperatures of around 200 °C, air-actuated bellows valves can be
used. Such an option is currently under consideration.]
The iodine line and tank are made of stainless steel to handle the corrosive
properties of iodine. From time to time, the line and tank should be removed and washed
down with acetone, and examined. Doing so will eventually help determine how much
iodine is used during test runs, and how much should be added between tests. The Omega
cartridge heater inside the iodine tank is made of Incoloy alloy and has a welded, sealed tip.
Solder tipped cartridge heaters are not robust enough to combat iodine corrosion and must
be avoided.
The nitrogen/iodine line from the T-branch to the nozzle is sectioned into two
separate lines to facilitate removal if/when necessary. One line is very short and straight,
and is easily removed when the T-branch is free. The other line is longer and serpentine,
and can be removed by manipulating it under the laser power supply or by removing the
forward panel of the ICR.
The nozzle is removed by first removing the nozzle mount, and then unscrewing the
nozzle off the O-ring face seal fitting. Nozzles of different exit diameter or shape should be
machined with the mount in mind to facilitate interchangeability between nozzles.
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Fiberglasscloth insulation is required on all lines and components that are heated
with heating tape, both for safety purposes and to prevent heat loss to the surroundings. In
some cases, insulation is also needed to prevent adjacent components from being
overheated, (e.g. the laser head). Glass wool can be helpful in this application.
Items and parts not mentioned above require no special knowledge of removal or
maintenance procedure. A little experience, common sense, and elbow grease will go a
long way.
Image Acquisition Subsystem (Camera)
The ITT F4577 intensified camera is mounted in the front section of the ICR
experimental module. The camera lens and two turning mirrors are located above the
camera body. The mirrors are mounted and dismounted easily with allen screws. Care
should be taken to ensure the mirrors are properly aligned to provide the correct field of
view in the fluorescing plane. Due to space constraints, it is not possible to insert the ICR
into the flight test fixture with the camera installed. The same applies to removal of the ICR
from the flight test fixture. After ICR installation, the camera may be inserted as follows.
First, make sure the switches at the rear of the camera are configured properly. This is
discussed in some detail below. Connect the appropriate coaxial cables to the Video Output
and External Gate Input BNCs. Connect the camera cable to the DB25 I/O connector at the
rear of the camera. Work the camera carefully into its mount from the nozzle side of the
ICR, beginning with the rear of the camera. Installation is completed by securing the
camera to its mount by tightening the upper three allen screws on the mount back. The
bottom allen screw secures a shim to the camera mounting bracket, and need not be
touched. To remove the camera, the above procedure is reversed.
It is very important that the configuration switches located at the rear of the
camera be set properly before power is applied. Even momentary operation at ambient
light levels with improper settings can permanently damage the costly intensifier tube.
Familiarity with the operating principles of the camera (as obtained, for example, by
reading its operating manual) is recommended. In particular, operation in the CW gate
mode should not be attempted without some forethought.
The proper settings for the present experiment are given in Table 2. Refer to
Figure 5 of the camera installation and operation manual to determine the location of the
switches. As a safety measure, it is recommended that controls not listed in Table 2 be
placed in the full CCW position. This especially applies to the Gain Control Pot and the
Width Course Control Switch.
Table 2. Camera Setup
Control Position
Gate mode Ext
Gain mode Ext
Intensifier mode Gate
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Illumination Subsystem (Laser)
The laser is powered directly from the aircraft 28 VDC. This modification was
installed by the factory. The modification appears to mainly involve installation of a couple
of switching power supplies, although it is difficult to be sure (the manufacturer considers
all the schematics proprietary, both for the modifications as well as the standard power
supply). The 28-V power is supplied to the rear of the power supply via banana plugs. The
polarity is arbitrary. We have added a pair of wires, the shorting of which simulates the
depression of the laser reset button on the front panel. These wires exit through the back of
the case, where they are RTV'd in place. A temporary push button switch shorts the wires,
thus activating the laser. The laser power supply is connected to the laser head via three
cables; two multiconductor and one coaxial. A coaxial cable must also be connected
between sync out BNC at the rear of the power supply and the gate input BNC on the
camera.
The laser power supply should be set up as specified in Table 3.
Control
Table 3. Laser Setup
Position
110-VAC key
28-VDC key
110-VAC/28-VDC switch
Feedback
Q- switch
Prelasing
Frequency Range
Frequency Pot
Off & removed
Inserted & on
28 VDC
Int
Int
Off
High
Adj for max power (approx. 2 kHz)
As noted in the above table, we have set the laser repetition rate to the maximum
power setting (about 2 kHz). In preliminary tests with room light background, this seemed
to provide the best signal to noise. However, according to the laser manufacturer (see page
7 of the manual), the highest pulse energy can only be maintained below 1 kHz. To gain
full benefit of the gated camera, the pulse energy should really be maximized (not the
power, e.g., the product of the pulse energy and repetition rate). Therefore, in high ambient
light environments better signal to noise may be obtainable at lower repetition rates. This
adjustment can easily be made at the front panel of the power supply.
The laser head incorporates a solid state (diode) laser pumping a frequency
doubled Nd:YAG laser. A thermoelectric heater/cooler, designed to operate between 0 and
30 °C, is used to maintain the temperature of the doubling crystal. We have made provision
for heating the laser head in the event of low ambient temperature. The temperature
controller is currently set at 15 °C. This particular controller has an alarm circuit, which is
set at 30 °C. The alarm relay could be used to interrupt the power to the laser head heater,
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providingsomemeasureof protectionagainstoverheating.We havenotdonethis,but we
probably should.The laserheadcontainsa mechanicalbeam shutter,manipulatedby
twisting theknurledknobat thebeamexit aperture.Makesuretheshutteris openbefore
trying to run theexperiment.
The associatedoptics are aligned in front of the laser head via allen screws
mounted from beneath. For fine tuning of the laser sheet position, the turning mirror (inside
the optical canopy) is equipped with a multi-axis kinematic mount and tuning screws. The
optical canopy is affixed with a series of 8-32 aircraft screws. The canopy window is
actually a 300-mm focal length cylindrical lens that acts to "thin out" the thickness of the
laser sheet. It is held in place by epoxy and an aluminum protective plate. Replacement of
this window will require removal of the protective plate (a simple and obvious procedure)
and melting off of the old epoxy, with the help of a heat gun.
Miscellaneous
Electronic circuitry is detailed in Chapter IV of this paper.
Specific instruction and/or operating manuals for the laser, camera, valves,
heaters, controllers, conditioners, relays, and thermocouples can be obtained by the
manufacturers or suppliers. Individuals at UCLA and NASA responsible for the
experiment should have copies of these manuals.
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Tablesof ConnectorsandCables
PC EDG_ CONNECTOR
PIN
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
!1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
FUNCTION
+28
GND
+15 (from reg)
TC 1 (+-5)
TC 2 (+-5)
TC 3 (+-5)
TC 4 (+-5)
LASER RESET (+5)
+5 (from reg)
CRTL I (+)_g/wt
CTRL 3 (+)blu/wt
JET HEAT (TTL) wl,eom
EXPT TRIG
VALVE PWR (28 -> 24)
CAMERA EXT GAIN (0-I0)
CAMERA POWER (+15)
LASER RESET
110 AC (in)
JET LINE HTR.
(switched)
Z
110 AC
PIN
A
B
C
D
E
F
H
J
K
L
M
N
P
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
IODINE
CELL
HTR.
ll0 AC
(switched)
FUNCTION
+28
GND
TC 1 (COM) <-> GND
TC 2 (COM) <-> GND
TC 3 (COM) <-> GND
TC 4 (COM) <-> GND
LASER RESET (COIL)
CTRL (COM) <-> GND gen/wt + wUgrn
CTRL 2 (+) brn/wt
CTRL 4 (+)wt/org
IODINE LINE HEATER (TTL) wl/blu
EXPT TRIG (GND)
CAMERA GATE MONITOR ('I'TL)
CAMERA EXT GAIN (COM) <->
GND
CAMERA POWER (COM) <-> GND
LASER RESET
VALVE PWR (SWITCHED)
110 AC (in)
LASER HEAD HTR.
(switched)
I I0 AC
COMMENT
1-A connected
2-B connected
twisted pair (down,link)
twisted pair (downlink)
twisted pair (down]ink)
twisted pair (downlink)
twisted pair (to cockpit)
from conn'ollers
from controllers (NC to #4)
twisted pair (to cockpit)
CCW to increase gain
twisted pair (to laser PS)
UNIT FUNCTION COMMENTS
CTRL 1 iodine cell heater logic output to PC board
CTRL 2 iodine line heater logic output to PC board
CTRL 3 jet line heater logic output to PC board
CTRL 4 laser head heater SSR output to heater
TC 1 iodine cell tc to CTRLI. then SC1
TC 2 iodine valve tc to CTRL2, then SC2
TC 3 jet line tc to SC3, then CTRL3
TC 4 iet exit tc to SC4
DB25 PIN
12
24
13
1/25
18
CAMERA CABLE
PC EDGE PIN
15
S
16
T
R
FUNCTION COMMENTS
intensifier gain (0-10) white
intensifier gain (corn) black
camera power (+15) red
camera power (corn) green
intemifier gate (ttl) brown
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SUPPLIER
AB Lasers
A. Biederman, Inc.
ADLAS Advanced
Design Lasers
All Aircraft
Analog Devices
Angeles Valve &
Fitting
B.J. Wolfe Ent.
Burkert Contromatic
Corporation
APPENDIX 2
SUPPLIER AND PARTS LISTING
ADDRESS & PHONE NO. CONTACT
4 Craig Road
Acton, MA 01720
Tel 508-635-9100
FAX 508-635-9199
Gerhard Marcinkowski (Tech Rep)
Joanne Keene (Sales & Marketing)
627 Hazel Street
P.O. Box 25003
Glendale, CA 91201-3095
Tel 818-246-8431
Pablo or Dave (Sales)
Seelandstrasse 67
2400 Lubeck 14
Germany
Tel 49-451-3909300
FAX 49-451-3909399
6712 Balboa Blvd.
Van Nuys, CA
(Sherman Way west exit off 405)
Tel 818-894-9115
3000 W. MacArthur Blvd.
Suite 150
Santa Ana, CA 92704
Tel 714-432-5224
Jean (Sales)
427 S. Victory Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91502
Tel 818-846-8201
10760 Burbank Blvd.
N. Hollywood, CA 91601
Tel 213-877-5518
Tel 818-984-3754
FAX 818-984-2351
Brad Wolfe (Owner)
1091 N. Batavia Street
Orange, CA 92667
Tel 714-744-3230
FAX 714-639-4998
Craig Occhiato (Tech Rep)
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CrestIndustries
EdmundScientific
FisherScientific
GeneralValve
Corporation
ITT Electro-Optical
ProductsDivision
McMaster-Carr
SupplyCompany
Melles-Griot
NASA Dryden
Flight Research
Center
NewportCorp.
26845OakAvenue,Unit 15
SantaClarita,CA 91351
Tel 805-252-6873
FAX 805-252-4658
RichardHayes(President)
Joyce(Sales)
101E.GloucesterPike
Barrington,NJ08007-1380
Tel 609-573-6250
FAX 609-573-6295
Steven(TechRep)
2761WalnutAvenue
P.O.Box 9800
Tustin, CA 92681
Tel 714-669-4600
19 Gloria Lane
P.O. Box 1333
Fairfield, NJ 07006
Tel 201-575-4844
FAX 201-575-4011
Marie (Sales)
7635 Plantation Rd, NW
Roanoke, VA 24019-0065
Tel 703-563-0371
FAX 703-362-7370
Bill Decker (Sales) x4415
Nancy Dowdy (Cust. Service)
x4337
P.O. Box 54960
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0960
Tel 310-692-5911
1770 Kettering St.
Irvine, CA 92714
Tel 714-261-5600
Tel 800-835-2626
Glen Mashbum (Cust Service)
P.O. Box 273 A1 Bowers
Edwards, CA 93523
Tel 805-258-3716
FAX 805-258-3567
Email: bowers @ rigel.dfrf.nasa.gov
1791 Deere Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714
Tel 714-863-3144
Tel 800-222-6440
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OmegaEngineering,
Inc.
OrielCorporation
PhoenixDistributors
Samy'sCamera
Schlumberger
Industries;Statham
TransducerDiv.
UCLA Engineering
Tool Crib
1OmegaDrive
Box 4047
Stamford,CT 06907
Tel 800-622-2378
Tel 800-872-4328(heaters)
P.O.Box 872
250LongBeachBlvd.
Stratford,CT 06497
Tel 203-377-8282
FAX 203-378-2457
11711S.AlamedaSt.
LosAngeles,CA 90059
Tel 213-564-5711
FAX 213-569-4951
7122BeverlyBlvd.
LosAngeles,CA 90036
Tel 213-938-2420
Tel 800-321-4-SAMY
FAX 213-937-2919
2230StathamBlvd.
Oxnard,CA 93033
SEASMachineShops
1012EngineeringI
UCLA
LosAngeles,CA 90024
Tel 310-825-2264
Tel 310-825-2186
Larry Box (Sales)
LouisFriedman(Sales)
Mike Moerson
Dave(tool crib)
Rick (electrician)
Gene(welder)
Ian (machinist)
Steve(manager)
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ITEM DESCRIPTION
The Illumination Subsystem
Laser, Diode pumped Nd:YAG
(head and power supply)
Cylindrical lens holder
Piano-cylindrical precision lens
f = -6.35 mm
coated on concave surface
Stock mirror, 1 in. diam.
1/20 _, BD. 1 Dielectric
coating, Pyrex
Mirror mount, 1 in. x 1 in.
Piano-cylindrical lens
f= 300 mm, 50ram x 60mm
Flexible Silicone Rubber Heater
(for laser head)
The Image Acquisition Subsystem
Image intensified solid-state
video camera
C-mount adapter
Nikkor 28 mm, f 2.8 lens
Vis. band-pass filter
550 nm, FWHM = 40 nm
Broadband Int. filter
550 nm, 70 nm bandwidth
Colored glass filter
530 nm, cut-on
Laser line int. filter
(Nd:YAG 532)
PART NO.
DPY321QD
07LHC001
01LCNI23/001
10D20/BD. 1
MM-1
01LCP019
SRFG-307/5-P
F4577
Ser#328226
03F1V044
57581
59500
59040
SUPPLIER
AB Lasers/ADLAS
Melles-Griot
Melles-Griot
Newport Corp.
Newport Corp.
Melles-Griot
Omega Engineering
ITT Electro-Optical
Product Division
Samy's Camera
Samy's Camera
Melles-Griot
Oriel Corp.
Oriel Corp.
Oriel Corp.
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Precisionelliptical flat
mirror; enhancedA1coating
Mirror mount,1 in. x 1 in.
Supportholder
Squareflat mirror
100mm x 100mm
ProtectedA1surface
LongpassIR filter
550nmcut-on
Longpasscoloredglass
filter, 550nm cut-on
Supportpost
The Jet Formation Subsystem
Nitrogen cylinder
3000 psi; 6/92 hydro-stated
Valve stem, 1 in. NPT, CGA 580
Pressure regulator
two-stage
Iodine cylinder
Whitey sample cylinder
75 cc
Fiberglass cloth tape
51 mm width x 30.5 m long
Nitrogen solenoid valve
Type 256
Nitrogen solenoid
Iodine solenoid valve
Type 255
Iodine solenoid
B32,135
MM-1
VPH-2
01MFG015
59884
59502
SP-3
10-572Q
304L-HDF4-150
01-472B
256-A-3/8-F-SS- 1/2
-240/60-10-U-H-000
S-0256-3004-302-00
255-A- 1/4-E-S S- 1/2
-240/60-U-H-000
S-0255-3004-302-00
Edmund Scientific Co.
Newport Corp.
Newport Corp.
Melles-Griot
Oriel Corp.
Oriel Corp.
Newport Corp.
NASA Dryden
Phoenix Distributing
Fisher Scientific
Angeles Valve &
Fitting
Fisher Scientific
A. Biederman, Inc.
Burkert Contromatic Corp.
A. Biederman, Inc.
Burkert Contromatic Corp.
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Iodinesolenoidvalve
(high-tempcoil)
Nitrogenpreheater
Modified Whitey
Samplecylinder,300cc
Assortedbrass& stainless
steelfittings
Stainlesssteeltubing
1/2 in., 3/8 in., 1/4in.
Pressuretransducers
0-15psia
0-50psia
0-5000psia
Samoxultra-hightemp.
heatingtapes
1/2in. x 1/2 in.
1in. × 2 in.
Temperaturecontroller
CN76000series
Thermocouples,TypeE
(cement-on)
Solid-Staterelay
Thermocouplewire,TypeE
(insulated)
Nitrogen fill valve
(integralbonnet
needlevalve)
Leak detector,Snoop
Thermocouplesignal
conditioner,isolated
Series9, SSbody,
Kalrezseat& seal,
Normallyclosed,
20VDC, 1/8in. NPT,
0.116in. orifice
304L-HDF4-300
Ser.#4214
Ser.#28145
Ser.#10418
STH051-020
STH101-020
CN76120-PV
CO1-E
SSR240AC 10
GG-E-30-25
SS-20VM4-F4
MS-SNOOP-207
2B50A
General Valve Corp.
Angeles Valve &
Fitting
Angeles Valve &
Fitting
UCLA Eng. Tool Crib
or McMaster-Carr
NASA Dryden
or Schlumberger,
Statham Transducer
Division
Omega Engr.
Omega Engr.
Omega Engr.
Omega Engr.
Omega Engr.
Angeles Valve &
Fitting
Angeles Valve &
Fitting
Analog Devices
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Nitrogenheatingelement
120V, ---8A
3456K23
DC/DC ConverterPowerSupply945
T/C groundedsheathprobe
submini;TypeE
GEMQSS-040G-6
Heatconductiveputty
1gallon
3568K1
Glassfiber insulationsheet
semi-rigid, 1 in. thick
foil faced
9350K1
Transducerconnectors(Bendix) PT06A-10-6SSR
McMaster-Carr
AnalogDevices
OmegaEngr.
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
CrestIndustries
Iodinecylindercartridge
heater,1/4in. diam.,5 in. long,
100W, Incoloy sheath
Miscellaneous & Special Items
Dow Silicone RTV
(opaque or grey)
Helicoil Repair Kit
4-40
8-32
10-24
1/4-20
Metric M6
Helicoil Screwlock Inserts
4-40 (short)
4-40
8-32 (short)
8-32
10-24
1/4-20 (short)
1/4-20
Metric M6
CIR- 105/120
3145
91732A267
91732A269
91732A311
91732A312
91732A062
90296A101
90296A102
90296Alll
90296Al12
90296A122
90296A121
90296A122
90296A308
Omega Engr.
NASA Dryden
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
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Helicoil ExtractingTool
3-8(UNC)
10-3/8(UNC)
Wagon,Steer-rite
wooddeck
100deg.,3/8 in. diam.,3-flute
countersink,for
aircraftscrews
Heatingelementfor preheater
(lower wattage)
5A, 120V
Epoxy,5-minute
Aircraft structuralscrews
8-32,variouslengths
AN fittings (blue)
Nitrogencylinderstraps
(flight-certified)
90254A310
90254A320
8354T41
2742A35
3149K31
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
UCLA Tool Crib
All Aircraft or
NASA Dryden
NASA Dryden
NASA Dryden
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APPENDIX 3
PRELIMINARY ANALYTICAL AND DESIGN CODES
program ftfl
c This FORTRAN program assists in the design of the jet formation
c subsystem for gaseous transverse jet experiments, to be flown aboard
c NASA Ames/Dryden's F-IO4G inside its Flight Test Fixture (FTF).
c Here, we have chosen a target Mach number of 1.6 ahead of the FTF
c wedge head. We seek to determine the pressure and temperature at the
c jet exit as a function of altitude from 2500 ft to 50000 ft. The
c freestream passes through an oblique shock, an expansion fan, and a
c bow shock prior to reaching the jet exit.
external func
integer k
real pl(20), rhol(20), TI(20), beta, MI, Mnl, p2(20), rho2(20), T2
*(20), Mn2, M2, v2, v3, M3, p3(20), rho3(20), T3(20), M4, p4(20), r
*ho4(20), T4(20), a, b, eps, zero, func, alt(20)
logical error
c These are the pl, rhol, and T1 values from 2500 to 50000 ft (by 2500).
data pi/92498.6,84305.4,76710.i,69678.6,63178.3,57178.1,51647.9,46
,559.0,41883.9,37596.5,33671.6,30085.2,26814.7,23838.2,21144.4,1875
*0.2,16627.0,14744.3,13074.8,11594.3/
data rhoi/i.13806,1.05572,.978014,.904766,.835786,.770906,.709951,
,.652754,.599151,.548983,.502093,.458331,.417548,.379602,.340060,.3
*01554,.267408,.237129,.210278,.186467/
data TI/283.2,278.2,273.3,268.3,263.4,258.4,253.5,248.5,243.6,238.
,6,233.7,228.7,223.8,218.8,216.7,216.7,216.7,216.7,216.7,216.7/
c
open(unit=l, file='dataftfl.out')
cR EP ET I T I ON CONTROL
c:
i0
c
k = 1
if (k .eq. i) then
c I NP UT PROMPT
c:
C _
print *, 'This program calculates the pressure, density, & tempera
*ture along the'
print *, 'wedge-tipped FTF (deflection angle = 12.875) as a functi
*on of altitude,'
print *, '{pl(Pa), rhol(kg/m3), TI(K)} at some freestream Mach # {
*MI} .'
print *, ' '
print *, 'Enter the freestream Mach # { >= 1.58 } -'
read *, M1
print *, 'Enter the angle "beta" of the oblique shock at this Mach
read *, beta
cCALCULATE P & T ACROSS SHOCK & FAN
c _
Mnl = Ml*sin(beta*3.14159/180.O)
j = 0
c The loop below calculates p, rho, & T using all available altitudes.
do 20 i=i,20
c
j=j+2500
print *,' .....................
*_____:
print *, 'The following results are for an altitude (ft) of:', j
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print *, '======== ================== =====
p2(i) = pl(i)*(l + 2.0,1.4.(Mni*'2 - 1.0)/(1.4+1.0))
rho2(i) = rhol(i)*2.4*Mnl**2.0/(0.4*Mnl**2.0 + 2.0)
T2(i) = Tl(i)*p2(i)/pl(i)*(2.0 + (l.4-1.0)*Mnl**2.0)/((l.4+l.0)*Mn
"1"'2.0)
Mn2 = sqrt((Mnl**2.0 + 2.0/(1.4-1.0))/(2.0,1.4-Mn1"'2/(1.4-1.0)-1.
*o))
M2 = Mn2/sin((beta-12.875)*3.14159/180.O)
print *, 'M2 after the oblique shock is:',M2
print *, 'p2 after the oblique shock is:',p2(i)
print *, 'rho2 after the oblique shock is:',rho2(i)
print *, 'T2 after the oblique shock is:',T2(i)
v2 = (sqrt(2.4/0.4)*atan(sqrt((0.4/2.4)*(M2**2.0-1.0))) - atan(sqr
*t(M2**2.0-1.0)))*lS0/3.14159
print *, ' '
v3 = 12.875 + v2
c
c Find the M3 corresponding to v3 using the secant zero-finding method.
if (i .eq. i) then
print *, 'To get M3 from v3 (Prandtl-Meyer Function, v), we wil
• i use the secant method.'
print *, 'The v3 is:', v3
print *, 'From the Prandtl-Meyer tables, enter two values for M
*3:'
read *, a, b
print *, 'Enter the desired tolerance:'
read *, eps
print *, ' '
call secant(v3,a,b,eps,func,error,zero)
if (error) then
print *, 'The secant method failed for the given inputs..."
else
print *, ' '
print *, 'M3 after the expansion fan is:', zero
print *, 'The function value there is', func(v3,zero)
endif
M3 = zero
endif
c
T3(i) = T2(i)*(l.0 + 0.2"M2"'2.0)/(I.0 + 0.2"M3"'2.0)
rho3(i) = rho2(i)*(T3(i)/T2(i))**2.5
p3(i) = p2(i)*(T3(i)/T2(i))**3.5
print *, 'p3 after the expansion fan is:',p3(i)
print *, 'rho3 after the expansion fan is:',rho3(i)
print *, 'T3 after the expansion fan is:',T3(i)
print *, ' '
c The bow shock in front of the jet can be approximated as a normal
c shock in order to find the crossflow Mach # at the jet exit.
M4 = sqrt( (i.0 + 0.2*M3**2.0)/(I.4*M3**2.0 - 0.2) )
c The pressure, density, and temperature can be approximated using
c the following Godonov-derived correlations by Heister & Karagozian.
if (M3 .ge. 1.5) then
p4(i) = p3(i)*(0.405+0.426*M3**2.0)
elseif (M3.gt.0.8 .and. M3.1t.l.5) then
p4(i) = p3(i)*(0.861+0.217*M3**2.0)
else
p4(i) = p3(i)
endif
if (M3 .ge. 2.0) then
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rho4 (i) = rho3 (i) * (0. 651+0. 805*alog (M3) )
elseif (M3.gt.0.8 .and. M3.1t.2.0) then
rho4(i) = rho3(i)*(0.964+0.0565*M3**2)
else
rho4(i) = rho3(i)
endif
T4(i) = p4(i)/(rho4(i)*287)
cPRINT
c:
FINAL RESULTS
print *, 'After the normal/bow shock, M4 at the jet exit is:', M4
print *, 'We now use the Godonov correlations for p4, rho4, & T4.'
print *, 'p4 at the jet exit is:', p4(i)
print *, 'rho4 at the jet exit is:' rho4(i)
print *, 'T4 at the jet exit is:', T4(i)
print *, ' '
cWR I T E
c
RESULTS INTO OUTPUT FILE
write(l,*)j, p4(i), rho4(i), T4(i)
c
20 continue
c
c Ask the user for repetition with a new freestream Mach #.
print *, ' '
print *, 'Enter a "i" to repeat or "0" to end -'
read *, k
goto i0
endif
stop
end
c F U N C T I O N func
c
real function func(v3,x)
real x,v3
func =(sqrt(2.4/O.4)*atan(sqrt((O.4/2.4)*(x**2.0-1.O))) - atan(sqr
*t(x**2.0-1.0)))*180/3.14159 - v3
return
end
c S U B R O U T I N E secant
c
i00
subroutine secant(v3,pl,p2,eps,f,error,zero)
real pl,p2,xl,x2,xnew,f,eps,fl,f2,zero,abs,v3
logical error
xl = pl
x2 = p2
small = I.OE-4
error = .false.
fl = f(v3,xl)
f2 = f(v3,x2)
if (abs(fl-f2).gt.eps .and. .not.error) then
if (abs(fl-f2) .it. small) then
error = .true.
else
xnew = x2 - f2*(xl-x2)/(fl-f2)
xl = x2
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C:
fl = f2
X2 = xnew
f2 = f(v3,x2)
print *, 'The current approximation is:', xnew
endif
goto i00
endif
zero = xnew
return
end
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program ftf2
c This program analyzes the jet subsystem thermodynamics for transverse
c jet experiments aboard NASA Ames/Dryden's F-104G/FTF.
real mdot, mdotI2, mw, jetint
c All other variables are real.
c
c Prompt the user for the desired conditions at the jet exit.
print *, '.............
print *, 'This program calculates the thermodynamics for the jet s
*ubsystem.'
print *, '..........
print *, ' '
print *, 'Enter the gamma and molecular weight of the gaseous jet:
read *, g, mw
print *, 'Enter the desired pressure and temperature of the Mach 1
* gas jet at '
print *, ' the jet nozzle exit [Pa, K]: '
read *, pe, Te
print *, 'Enter the diameter of the nozzle exit [mm] :'
read *, de
print *, 'We will assume a 2:1 area ratio for the converging nozzl
*e forming the jet.'
print *, 'This means the Mach # at the nozzle entrance will be 0.3
==================================================
C Calculate the nozzle entrance conditions for isentropic flow knowing
c the nozzle exit conditions. Print results.
c
p6 = (l.0+((g-l.0)/2.0)*(0.3)**2.0)**(-g/(g-l.0))*(l.0+((g-l.0)/2.
*0) * (i. 0) **2.0) ** (g/(g-l. 0) ) *pe
T6 = (l.0+((g-l.0)/2.0)*(0.3)**2.0)**(-l.0)*(l.0+((g-l.0)/2.0)*(l.
*0) *'2.0) *Te
print *, 'The conditions at the nozzle exit (e) are:'
print *, ' Pressure: ', pe
print *, ' Temperature: ' , Te
print *, 'The conditions at the nozzle entrance (6) are:"
print *, ' Pressure: ', p6
print *, ' Temperature: ', T6
print *, 'The conditions at points 5, 4, & 2 are determined by poi
*nt 6. '
print *, ' '
c Calculate the heat transfer losses and requirements for the gas, N2
c or He between points 0, I, and 2.
c
if (g.eq.l.4) then
print *, "The pressurized nitrogen upstream undergoes expansion co
*oling as it expands'
print *, 'between points 0 and i. We assume a Joule-Thompson type
* cooling process.'
print *, 'If we take p0 & TO inside the tank to be 2500psi & 293K,
* and the pl to be about ipsi (slightly above p2), we will have a t
*emperature drop of about 32K.'
print *, 'The conditions at point 1 are thus:'
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print *, ' Pressure: (approx.) 101325 Pa'
print *, ' Temperature: 261 K'
else
print *, 'The pressurized helium upstream undergoes no cooling dur
*ing expansion, TI=T0.'
endif
print *, ' '
print *, 'Enter the temperatures at points 1 & 2:'
read *, TI, T2
dT21 = T2 - T1
print *, 'Enter the spec. ht. at constant pressure for the gas, at
* 1 atm. [kJ/kg-K] "'
read *, cp
rhoe = pe/(8314/mw*Te)
veloe = sqrt(g*8314/mw*Te)
areae = 3.14159,(de/I000)*'2/4
mdot = rhoe*veloe*areae
q12 = mdot*cp*dT21
c Assume pressure between 1 and 2 is near constant & thus equal to p6.
Qin = 1000*mdot/(p6/(8314/mw*Tl))
Qout = 1000*mdot/(p6/(8314/mw*T2))
c Print heating results.
print *, 'The mass flowrate of the gas is [kg/s] :', mdot
print *, 'The q, heat rate [kW], required to heat the gas from T1
*to T2 is:', q12
print *, 'The volumetric flow rate [l/s] of the gas into the heate
*r is:', Qin
print *, 'The volumetric flow rate [l/s] of the gas out of the hea
*ter is:', Qout
print *, ' '
C:
c Calculate the I2 into gas mixing conditions.
c
c We choose the I2 volumetric flow rate to be .002 that of the gas
c outgoing volumetric flow rate, giving an I2 seeding of 2000 ppm.
QI2 = .002*Qout
rhoI2 = p6/(32.76*T6)
mdotI2 = rhoI2*QI2/1000
print *, 'Enter the diameter of the iodine "injector" [mm]:'
read *, dI2
areaI2 = 3.14159,(di2/i000)*'2/4
veloI2 = QI2/lOOo/areaI2
p3 = p6 + rhoI2*veloI2**2
print *, 'The required flow rate [l/s] for the I2 to maintain 2000
* ppm is:', QI2
print *, 'The corresponding mass flow rate [kg/s] is:', mdotI2
print *, 'The corresponding velocity [m/s] through the injector is
*:' veloI2
print *, 'The upstream I2 pressure (in a heated tank) should be at
* least:', p3
print *, ' '
c Calculate the N2 and I2 supply requirements.
c:
print *, 'Enter the jet interval time [s] per run:'
read *, jetint
print *, 'Enter the # of runs per flight:'
read *, runs
print *, 'Enter the pressure and temperature of the pressurized ga
*s [si]:'
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read *, p0, TO
print *, 'Enter the temperature of the I2 in its heated tank:'
read *, T3
run = mdot*jetint
flight = run*runs
rho0 = p0/(8314/mw*T0)
runI2 = mdotI2*jetint
flightI2 = runI2*runs
rho3 = p3/(32.76*T3)
c Print results.
print * ' '
print * 'For each run, we need: gas (kg) :', run
print * ' : I2 (kg) :', runI2
print * ' '
print * 'For each flight, we need: gas (kg) :', flight
print * ' : I2 (kg) :', flightI2
volgas = lO00*flight/rho0
volI2 = 1000*flightI2/rho3
print *, ' : gas (i) :', volgas
print *, ' : I2 (i) :', volI2
stop
end
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